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Read Carefully the Information Which Will Saturday Was Great Day For Rockland High To A Glance At the State Prison Where “Ted”
Here Be Furnished

1"
!J?2 and
7??InF,'891
rIS,Prchanged
Kis ’T,,its
c'iUbllsh
The citizens of Camden are veryJ
In 184'
name ?
to1
the Tribune These papers conyilldated much incensed Over the fact that
March 17. 1897
----------------;
%Oran disregarded the Exemptions Allowed Couples Married

Win By One Point

Johnson Is In Charge

D Wallace <U>. third: R Farris <U>,
fourth.
200-Yard Skating Race—Won by
S. Glover (R); C. Toner (R), second:
D. Wallace (U), third; J. Irish (B>,
fourth.
600-Yard Skating Race—Won by J.
Cochrane (Bl; S. Glover <R>, second:
C Delano <T), third; W Adams tW),
ion 16. Belfast 9. and Warren 1.
I fourth.
Sant Olover of Rockland was high Skating Relay—Won by Rockland
scorer in the boys' division with 16 (Olover, Rawley, Toner and Peaslee).
points. Charles Merritt being second
with IC1--. In the girls' division H.
Girls’ Division
P.rown of Union was leading scorer
100-Yard Ski Race—Won by V.
with 15points and H. Hart of j Howe (U>; I. Henry (T), second; I.
Union wi'.h 9'».
Abbott iU), third; S. Abbott (U).
In spite ot near zero weather and fourth.
a northwest gale a good-sized crowd Snowshoe Race—Won by H. Brown
watched thc entire program. The (U); A. Hart <U), second; I. Henry

exemption cannot be divided. Not Union High Srtiool. winner of last
infrequently claims for the $2500 ex year's winter carnival at Community
emption are received from two or Park and favorite to repeat last Sat
more members of a family.
urday. lost the championship to
It should be remembered that a I Rockland High by a single point.
s'ngle person, whether or not the head
of a family, ls required to file a re-!Flve schools participated. Rockland
turn if his or her net income for 1935 scored 87 points. Union 86. Thomas-

How fares the “Big House" these ’ etc. The harness business has been
days?
f>0 lonk nnd so well established at the
During
Taxable
Year
*•• ••• ••• *•«
- of the Democratic towYi committee
Taxpayers should note that under
‘‘Ted’ Johnson the new warden of Maine State Prison that over there
•••
Learn to read slow: all other ♦
. ..
, ,
..
they will tell ycu that the salesmen
♦ graces will follow In thelr proper* Iand the t*“°Ple ln commending the thc Revenue Act of 1934 the credit
the Maine Stale PrLson responds to 1
merely have to mention “Prison
♦ places —wiuiam Walker
♦ appointment to the Camden post- for dependents as well as the personal
that query with one of his friendly made." and the article Ls sold.
{»*****»*.*.<.*<.*; mastership of A. F. Kelleher Instead exemption is required to be prorated
amiles. and waves an expressive hand
What else?
-----------------of Ralph W. Johnson who was tne
where a change of status occurs dur
that
rather
indicates
the
visitor
can
Roughly speaking there are the
popular choice.
IS CRITICALLY ILL
ing the taxable year and that these was $1000 or more, regardless of
see for himself.
horse sleds, still indispensable; a
But Mr. Moran in reaching his
credits are allowable not only for the
And as industry Ls one of the essen matter of 500 garden wheelbarrows
Mrs. W S Pe^ee, widow of the late decision, as in some other instances purpose of computing the normal tax, | whether the return is nontaxable by
tials
cf a well kept penitentiary it is constructed each year; an upholster
reason
of
the
$2500
exemption.
has
mussed
the
works.
In
order
chief engineer :f the Fire Dcpaitmert,
but also the surtax. A fractional part
interesting to learn from the new ing plant where clever artisans refur
Ls in critical condition at Knox Hos to gain the good graces of the King of a month is to be disregarded un-, Exemption Allowed Head Of a Family
warden that from 95 to 97 percent of nish antique and modern furniture;
pital She is suffering from the effect and hts henchmen, one must become less it amounts to more than half ai A head of a family is defined by
the 285 convicts are busy at some and a tin shop where sheet metal
a
political
snooper.
If
one
can't
pass
of bichloride o' mercury tablets, taken
month, in which case*lt is considered income-tax regulations as “an indi
gainful occupation.
Tbe prison products are made for the institu
by mistake, in the opinion of t?e the test, he ls soon forgotten, re
vidual who actually supports and
a month.
population
Saturday
was
285. but tions.
legated
to
the
rear
and
the
steam
doctors. The attending physicians are
For example, a single man and a maintains in one household one or
with 16 commitments from Penobscot
Operated in conjunction with 'he
Drs C. C. North and Wm. Ellingwood. roller is applied, flattening him Into
single woman who were married on more persons who are closely con
County Superior Court lt was appar State Prison proper is Lhe prison
the earth.
nected
with
him
by
blood
relationent that a new census would have to farm of 586 acres, 376 of which are
It Ls manifest why various hench July 20. 1935. and were living toWAS MOVED TO TEARS
gether on the last day of the taxable ship, relationship by marriage, or by
be taken.
under cultivation. Kept as part of
men are necessary to the Moranyear, may file a Joint return. If they adoption, and whose right to exercise summary:
’
Of much importance Ls the new de- the farm equipment are 96 head of
(T), third R Rhodes (R), fourth.
ocratic machine. We don’t all subF-ditor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
• • • •
file their return or returns on the f’mily control and provide for these
Obstacle Skl Race—Won by 1.1 partment which turns out the* num- stock—full blooded Jerseys and HolIt was with sincere regret that I scribe to thetr methods and cringe
basis of the calendar year, they would dependent individuals is based upon
Boys' Events
Abbott <U) L. Moulaison (R) sec- ber plates for Maine's automobtlecs. steins—365 registered hogs, 733 Rhode
read in The Courier-Gazette of the , at the crack of the whip, hence the
I bf entitled to a personal exemption of some moral or legal obligation." The 100-Yard Ski Race—Won by J. j
passing of the steamboat service. In | result. Had the dictator been of
ond; I. Henry (T), third; K. Delano The number of plates turned out this Island Red hens and six horses.
$2.20834. which is seven-twelfths of exemption allowed a head of a f»m- Cochrane iB>; F. Williams (W,
year was 220000. and of this number
OR), fourth.
The hen house has been recon
our quiet uneventful lives as children ; large calibre, he would have cast his
’ $1000 for the husband while single, ’ ll? u 52500 Thp phrase "in one
Obstacle Snowshoe 'Race—Won by 152,00 were ornament passenger cars. structed into a two-story modern
one ot the most thrilling events was animosity to the winds, making his I plus seven-twelfths of $1000 for the household" may be interpreted as second: P. Crabtree (U), third: P.
Esancy <U>, fourth.
A Hart «U»; H. Brown (U). second: The new plate, with its "Vacation- structure, well ventilated and heated,
when we boarded thc old Cambridge recommendation on the merits of the
wife while single, plus five-twelfths meaning the taxpayer's personal real
Snowshoe Race—Won by C. Merritt V Haskell (R). third; I Henry (T), land" accompaniment, is an artistic and capable of accommodating 1400
or Katahdin for a visit to relatives matter and there would have been
dence,
an
apartment,
rooms
in
a
of $2500 for the period during which
(R); B. Farris (UI, second; R. Raw- fourth.
piece of work, and many compliments "boarders"
in Bucksport, and a few trips to Bos no wailing or gnashing of teeth.
bearding house, hotel, etc.
ley iRi, third; F. Marvin <U), fourth.
If a public official fosters the idea they were married.
ton in later years.
Snowshoe and Ski Relay—Won by have reached the prison as to the de
Tlie inmates of the Prison last fall
Under certain circumstances it is
If separate returns are filed, each
Obstacle Ski Race—Won by R. Union, (Hart, Brown. Abbott, and partment's efficiency. Now that the canned 20,000 No. 3 cans of garden
Children of today see so many that lie is omnipotent, to longer con
not
npcessary
that
the
taxpayer
and
Chandler <R); H. Hastings (U), sec Howel.
institution is fully geared for the work prcduce for the Institution’s use, be
wonderful things, they of course tinue him in the public service is ls entitled to a personal exemption of
his dependents live under one roof
could never realize what it meant to intolerable. When he ignores public i fl.104.17, which is seven twelfths of
ond; R. Hills (R), third; F. Williams
lt goes without saying that the manu-; sides about 30 tons for the Augusta
100-Yard
Skating
Race
—
Won
by
during the entire taxable year in
us. As I read that article, those hap- sentiment he invites political an- $1000, plus one-half of five-twelfths
<U». fourth.
facture of number plates has become state Hospital.
N
Havener
(Ri;
K.
Chandler
(U),
order that the taxpayer may claim
Obstacle Snowshoe Race—Won by second; A. Brown (U), third; V. a fixture among the prison industries,
py memories recalled filled my eyes nihilation to himself, and the chasm
The general health hof the inmates
the exemption. If. the common home
P Esancy (Ui; R. Rawley (Ri. sec Howe <U>. foifhh.
with tears that I felt no shame to of oblivion beckons him on to swirl husband or the wife had the status
i Road and street signs come also is excellent—as might be surmised
being
maintained,
the
parent
ls
away
I of the head of a family prior to their
ond; H. Hastings <U), third; P Wil
let fall freely. No doubt there are him to hls political demise.
200-Yard Skating Race—Won by I within the ken of this work.
after an examination of sanitary eonon business, or a child away at school
liams <U», fourth.
many who have the same feeling. ' Mr. Moran has recently announced : marriage he or she would be entitled
state
departments
call
for
a
large
i
ditions. One convict is recovering
Harjula
(T);
H.
Brown
(U).
second;
or on a visit, the exemption is al
Cross-Country Ski Race—Won by N. Havener (Ri, third; D. Merriam quantity of efflee furniture, filing from a recent surgical operation.
and a few have been kind enough to hts candidacy for re-election as a | lo his or her pro rata share of the
lowed Moreover, if a parent is obliged
express their sentiments through this New Dealer. He isn't a New’ Dealer; 1 personal exemption of $2500 allowed
P Crabtree <U); P Esancy <U>. sec- (R). fourth.
cabinets, and the like, and these are
Diversions? Yes, those are a neces
to maintain his dependent children
.... J
paper
he is an Old Dealer. The voters of j flit head of a family for the period ...
, ..
.
cond; S. Delano (R). third; B. Aho
600-Yard Skating Race—Won by I now manufactured within the gray sary part of any institution. The
with relatives or in a boarding house, '
Camden will help him “out." Carl is 1 pt'or to their marriage instead of
Bertha A. Bryant
<U>. fourth.
Harjula (Tl; S. Stanley (R). second; walls at Thomaston State Police band and orchestra seize upon spare
1 while he lives elsewhere, the cxemp'
Jim Farley's patronage distributor in merely that allowed a single person.
Union, Peb. 3
Cross Country Snowshoe Race— D Marriam (Ri. third.
barracks find their equipment there; memento for rehearsals, and are mak
tion still applies. If. however, with-,
..............
the State of Maine, or in other words, However, for the period of their mar. .u
"on b>'__c __________
Merr tt (R); H. Hastings Skating Relay—Won by RoeklarfS the taller shop turns out institutional ing excellent progress In summer
out
necessity,
the
dependent
makes
Hand crocheters on infants' bootee Jim's errand boy. and as it appears j rage any exemption to which either
<U). second; P. Esancy <U>, third; <L. Jacobs. S. Webster, D Merriam. unlforms. together with welfare the Prison sports good baseball and
his home elsewhere, the benefactor is
sets, etc Good prices. Write Strat- now, papa will be appointed post i might be entitled as the head of a
B. Farris <U», fourth.
clothing which is furnished by vari football teams, with some handball,
N. Havener).
family would be merged in the joint not the head of a family.
more Knitting Mills. 23 East 26 street, master in Rockland. So long!
Snowshoe and Ski Relay—Won by
ous State institutions; automobiles. and in winter quite a few of the inThe
officials
were:
Field
judge.
The same ruling applies to husband
Observer
personal exemption for that period.
New York City—adv.
13-14
Rockland (Glover, Merritt, Rawley Joseph E. Blaisdell Starter. Ray truck bodies go back into the busy! mates indulge ln ice skating, TalkThe Joint personal exemption allow- and wife ''living together." If occa-, and Chandleri.
mond Bowden; clerk of events, world looking 100 percent better for 1 ing pictures once a week,
sionally and temporarily the husband
; able in the case of a couple who were
100-Yard Skating Race—Won by Reginald McLaughlin; scorer Albert the deft brush work which has been
Warden Johnson has made very few
j married and living together during ls away on business or the wife on a | S Glover (Ri; C. Toner iR), second, McCarty.
changes in the personnel of the In
applied
to
them.
lhe entire year may not exceed $2500 visit, the common home being main
Prom out of the harness shop come stitution thus far. He found a con
If a child under 18 years of age and tained, the $2500 exemption still ap
j single and double harnesses, leather genial and capable staff, and is well
LATCHSTRING IS OUT
FOR THE DINNERS
dtpendent on the parent for support plies. The unavoidable absence of
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS’
goods, Sam Brown belts, holsters, etc.. pleased with hls new surroundings.
First and Second Teams
reaches the age of 18 years during husband or wife at a sanatorium does
Attendance Contest
VS.
the taxable year, the credit of $400 not preclude the exemption. But if 1’arent-1 eachers Hope For a New
the husband continuously makes hisi
CROSBY HIGH SCHOOL OF BELFAST
, for a dependent is required to be
Capacity Crowd To Hear
Will Be Started By the
First and Second Teams
; prorated in the same manner as the home at one place and the wife al
Adam
Walsh
Lions Tomorrow
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL GYM
personal .exemption. For example, another, they are not living together
within the meaning of the revenue
|
should
the
child's
18th
birthday
fall
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
An open meeting of the Rockland
Another attendance contest in the
7.36 P. M.
on June 30, the parent would be en- act.
Pa re nt-Teacher Association will be Rockland Lions Club, beginning Feb
ADMISSION 25 AND 35 CENTS
! tilled to claim $200 credit for the de
held Feb 10 at the High School audi 5 and ending April 29. is announced
W/LL HE COME BACK’
pendent child—that is, one-half of !
torium
with Adam Walsh of Notre by D. J. Daris. chairman of the at
J $400. The same rule applies to other (
Friday Night Will Tell the Story
Dame
and
Bowdoin as speaker. This tendance committee. The credits in
dependents where a change of status
About Jack Sharkey's Hopes
occurs during the taxable year.
is directly in line with the associ clude one point for attendance and| With the opening Monday of the the Paul Revere bell, a gift of lhe
With interest running higher than ation's policy of having the vanou* five points for each new member— Waldoboro High School, a dream oi church organization, will ring out,
Who Is Thr Head Of a Family
sounding the call of community spirit
the new member to become auto
A taxpayer, though single, who sup has been manifested in any other Grade groups and High School de matically a member of the team long standing was realized by many as it applies to education —By Maude
ports and maintains in one household J pugilistic fixture here in many partments present demonstration pro which secures him. The losing team citizens who have worked faithfully Clark Gay.
one or more individuals who are close- ( months, the comeback campaign of grams of their work with discussion furnishes the dinners for the wln- toward that end. In 1927. $2000 was
ly connected wtth him by blood rela Jack Sharkey, former heavyweight periods and a chance to meet the ners. The teams are made up thus: jset aside for the establishment cf a
FLYER FROM MAINE
tionship, relationship by marriage, » champion, which is expected to carry
Team
1.
Frank
A.
Tirrell,
captain,
fund
for
the
building
of
a
High
School
teachers.
by adoption and whose right to ex • J him to the door of Joe Louis within
Capt. William H Wincapaw, phlltjme was added 'o
thc
next
year
is
expected
to
receive
In this instance the general field Boone, Chandler, R. Cross, Daris. an(j from time
ercise family control and provide for
Dondis. Doherty. Elliot, Estes, Oonta,' unli] 1933 when a grant from the j anthropic aviator, piloted a Ballanca
an
acid
test,
when
he
clashes
with
of athletics Is the theme discussed by
these dependent individuals is based
Gregory, Haskell. Leach. Ludwick. py/K was obtained. The Congrega- airbus here yesterday from Boston.
upon sdme moral or legal obligation., Tony Shucco at the Boston Garden one of the big shot athletes of the McLoon. McRae.
Munsey. Murray. ncnai society offered the site occu-, Among his passengers was Adriel U.
is the head of a family, and entitled I next Friday night.
generation and one remarkable lor Newman. Otis, Plourd, Popplestone. pied by their church as a location lor
Because
of
the
interest
attached
Bird, president of a Boston coffee
| to the same exemption allowed a mar-1
his leadership of boys and his fine R. Russell. Senter. Sezak. Shaw. Stod the building and work was actually
ried person—$2500 Also he may cjpim to Sharkey's first bout in his come
company.
Wincapaw, who is credited
dard. Weisman. Winslow, Worrey.
started June 17, 1935.
| a $400 credit for eacji dependent. For back and because of the new Sun vision of the influence of athletics. Team 2. Frank H. Ingraham, cap
Thc building was opened Sundav 1
near'5' 19.000 hours of flying in
example, a widower who supports in day punch that he exhibited on that Sc broad is the field that an invita tain, Annis, Black, Brunberg, H. Burfor inspection and about 300 visited 14 24 years is known for his annual
occasion,
the
close
followers
of
the
rr.e household an aged mother and a
tion is broadcast to the several High gess, J. Burgess. Coombs. C. Cross
mainly in the audi- Christmas flight along the rugged
daughter 17 years old ls entitled to game are predicting that the bout Schools and Parent-Teacher assort.- Dow. Fickett. Flint, Oardner, Oould, ; Interestancenters
a'gymnaSium' tor thesTare
with
Shucco
will
either
send
Sharkey
New England coast where he dropped
an exemption of $2500 as the head of'
’ ». family plus a'’cr'edlt'0r$400 for’each on the road t0 ncw rin« con1>*sts °r tions in the county to attend. High Hopkins. Jackson, Jones. Kenyon, ; innovations that have been needed for Yuletlde bundles at isolated lightKeywood, Maxey, McPhail, Morse,
many years In addition to thc two bouse and coast guard stations. He
dependent, a total of $3300 The $403 abruPt*y halt hls comeback ambi- School athletes will be especially in
Nutt. Orbeton, Pullen, A. Russell,
locker rooms on the ground floor. | expecto to be the first pilot to have
credit, however, does not apply to the, tionsterested. An interesting point in this
Smith. Southard, Studley, Tierney,
there are a lunch room and a science j ncTO 2.000 000 miles before this year
connection is the consideration of Wheeler.
wife or husband of a taxpayer, though
room equipped with new laboratory j ha_Hifi piane,
to be the
cne may be totally dependent upon
Principal L. C. Sturtevant of TTiomtables
and
apparatus.
The
class
largest
single-engine
craft
in the
Nature never aston in postponing his basketball
the other.
FERNALD WOULD GO rooms are on the first floor, the country, is at the Viking airport.Several factors are involved in de
created a .
| southern end of the building being Miami Herald.
games with Rockland High from Feb.
termining whether a person who files
10 to Feb 12 ln order that those of Desires To Be Unpledged. occupied by the commercial room
a return as the head of a family is io
the teams so desiring could hear
Delegate To Republican *'hich u in reality lwo r00m-s 11 u
be thus classified. The element of
so constructed that the partition is YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Anthracite.' Coach Walsh.
either legal or financial dependency |
National Convention
made up of windows so that both
The High School orchestra will pre
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
must exist. A taxpayer who supports 1
If I had my life to live again I would
rooms can be under the supervision of have made a rule to read wme poetry
sent
several
selections
and
following
In his home minor children over
8‘ate Senator Roy L. Fernald of
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
and listen to aome music at least once
one
instructor,
yet
tlie
noise
of
typethe address by Mr. Walsh light rea week The loss of these tastes Is a
whom he exercises family control to
,
, Winterport is a candidate for dele.
t
correct for all occasions!
Lus than a Barrel of Ash totheTon
freshments will be served in the gym gate
Republlcan National
writers will not disturb those who are loss ot happiness—Charles Darwin.
classified as the head of a family, even
and an opportunity afforded those wntlon in C!evplanfi n„, Jllnr Hp studying commercial subjects ln tne
THINGS THAT NEVER DIE
though the children may have an in
adjoining room.
who wish to meet Mr. Walsh and the
to
g0
unplpdged
unln
Thc
pure,
the bright, the beautiful.
come
of
their
own
sufficient
for
their
100 SINGLE SHEETS
That stirred our heart* ,ln youth.
A wide hall runs from one end of
teachers. The meeting will open at Mructed. At
of 34 he u ablc
maintenance.
If
he
does
not
support
The
Impulse
to a wordless prayer.
50 ENVELOPES
Postage
the building to the other, with two
The dreams of love and truth;
U o'clock and there will be no ad-'(0 offer (hI,
I them, by reason of their own income,
The longings after something lost.
n.Lssion fee. It might interest many
]92<
at large from Mainc large rooms on either side. There
or
10c Extra
The spirit's yearning cry.
but does exercise family control, he
TcL
72
are two rooms at the northern end The strivings after better hopes—
persons
to
know
that
the
Rockland
,
0
Natlonal
cannot be classified ai the head of a
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
These things can never die
Parent - Teacher Association was! Uon heW klNpw york City (Young. and these are divided by folding dcors
family.
50 ENVELOPES
The timid hand stretched forth to aid
so that When need be they can be
fc.undcd in 1921 and is at present the est delegate from Maine).
A brother In hls need.
If an individual supported is an
kindly word ln grief s dark hour
made into one large room in a few The
largest
In
Maine
with
956
members.
adult and there rests upbn the tax
That proves a friend Indeed;
1928—Member of Democratic Na
• Printed with Name and Addies9 on
WATER
PIPES
The plea for mercy gently breathed
seconds.
,
It
carries
a
heavy
program
of
welfare
payer a moral or legal obligation to
tional Committee from Mainc. as
When Justice threatens high.
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
REPAIRED & RELAID ' work among thc pupils especially proxy for Mrs. William R Pattangall The building committee. Fester The sorrow of a contrite heart—
provide a home and care for such
These
things shall never die.
Jameson, Lawrence Weston, Thomas
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
along the line of milk and footwear. at Houston, Texas.
individual, the exemption as the head Inside and ont, digging Includ
The memory of a clasping hand.
Brown,
Charles
Rowe
and
Miss
Agnes
Tables
will
be
provided
to
receive
of a family is allowed, provided the ed. Pipes wired ont Scwcn dug.
1928—Represented the Malden Eve
The pressure of a kiss.
• Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
memberships at 25 cents each and it ning News (Republican) of Malden. Creamer have worked iong and faith And all the trifles, sweet and frail.
I individual Is not financially depend- laid out and cleaned when plugged.
That make up love's first bllsa;
Cesspools
dug
and
rocked,
and
sep

quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
fully
on
the
project
and
deserve
great
to hoped the 1000 mark may be passed. Mass., at thc Republican National
| (nt. If the individual is not finanIf with a firm unchanging faith.
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dog deep
And holy trust on high.
credit
as
does
also
Superintendent
A.
Membership
is
open
to
any
citizen
Orchid or Violet.
I c'ally dependent, the exemption, even er. Floors cemented and walls re
Convention. Kansas City.
Those hands have clasped, those Ups
L.
Shorey
who
has
spared
neither
end entails no obligation except co
have met—
1 though the taxpayer maintains the paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
1932—Delegate from Second Mainc
These things shall never die.
• Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
operating toward the general welfare District to the Republican National time nor effort to make the plan a
work, etc.
' common home and furnishes the chief
of the pupils of Rockland schools and Convention In Chicago. (Youngest success. Tlie citizens and various or Tlie cruel and the bitter word.
Violet.
1 support, does not apply.
S. E. Eaton
That wounded as It fell:
ganizations in town have assisted the The chilling want of sympathy,
a better acquaintance with the teach- delegate from Maine.)
For income tax purposes there can TEL. 1187-R
ROCKLAND, ME.
We feel but never tell;
’
students and from time to time dif The
Unusually Low Priced!
i be only one head of a family and the _________________________ 135'lt j ers and support of their efforts.
hard repulse that grieves the heart
Whose
hopes
were
.bounding
high.
ferent entertainments and suppers
UNION’S SERVICE MEN
In an unfading record kept—
will be given to add to the furnish
These things shall never die.
Buy several boxes of this smart sta
Storer-Collins Post, A. L., of Union ings of the school. Among these fur Let nothing pass, for every hand
Correspondence Courtship”
tionery while it is specially priced at
Must find some work to do:
133T&Th-tf
will be open Wednesday night Feb. 4 nishings will be a curtain for the au Lose
Three-Act Comedy, at
not a chance to waken love—
only $1 a box.
ditorium,
electric
clocks
and
showers
Be firm, and Juet. and true;
and Sunday Feb 8 all day, to mak?
Town Hall, Warren. Wed. Feb. 5
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
Bo
shall
a light that cannot fade
7.45 P. M.
out application blanks for the bonus. and the grounds will probably be
Beam on thee from on high.
AND
HAMBURG
STEAKS-*
And
angel-volcea
say to thee—
landscaped
adding
to
tlie
attractive

I
Admission 15c and 25c
Veterans are requested to take dis
(Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Sen Ing One-half Pound)
"Theae things shall never die "
Dance Following, admission 10c, 15c
ness of the building. So, once morei
—Sarah Doudney
charge papers.

. ♦ « ♦ ♦ ♦ p wishes of an overwhelming majority

BASKETBALL

NOTABLE DAY FOR WALDOBORO

New School Building Open For Visitors—Town
Justly Proud Of It

SPECIAL SALE!

FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY

otter

CLEERCQAL
ROCKLAND"

COAL COMPANY

SIM’S

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

LUNCH

35c
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Wherefore be ye not unwise, but
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A UNION CARNIVAL
High

School

Athletes

Hold One Feb 22

'

STILL OUT IN FRONT

To

goyg Take Rockport By Single Point
-“Gloomy Bill” Sees Girls Do Same

Other

nV"e

Union High is making preliminary
plans for a winter carnival again this
year, the date being set for Peb. 22:
Matters For the,
of

CONVENTION CALL

ENTER MR. BONNEY

CAMDEN

Rangeley Man Again Candi

Alden Dodge who has been em
ployed In a CCC Camp during the
winter and has been In Ft. Ethan
Allen Hospital for treatment for
several weeks, ls convalescing and
expected home in about a month.
Mrs. Fred Simpson ls confined to
the house with a badly fractured
wrist, the result of a fall on the ice.
Herman Bowley has returned from
Albany. N. Y.. where he has been
employed for several months.
ftt veral members of the Camden
Fire Department attended the 38th
rnr.ual levee and ball of the Belfast
firemen Friday night. The boys went
in uniform.
Maralyn Hooper underwent a
major operation Saturday at Com
munity Hospital.
Ladies of thc G.AR assemble
Friday night, a public supper at 6
o'clock to precede the meeting.
Alvah E. Greenlaw ls confined to
his home on Chestnut street with a
fractured ankle. Mr. Greenlaw re
ceived the injury In Boston enroute
home from Philadelphia where he
had attended the funeral of T.
Charlton Hefiry.
Oscar H. Emery of Bar Harbor, was
ln town Monday.
Jack Kennedy ls ln Boston attend
ing the New England Sportmen's
Show in Mechanics Building.
The Congregational Sewing Circle
will hold a food sale at R. B. Buck
lin’s ahop Saturday at 1 o'clock.
Camden Lodge K. P. met Monday
night.
Mrs L. M. Chandler Is guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas at
Northeast Harbor.

date

For

Congress

Pre

sents His Platform

Editcr of Thc Ccurtcr-GazHte:—
In response to the many requests
all over thc Second DI trlct, I shall
be the People's Candidate for Congress on the Republican ticket on tlie
following platform:

2BLENDS* 2PRICES
BID LABEL
I
BROWN LABEL
-ice's
finest quality | High quality, low prise
America
’* Haase

SALAHA
TEA

H

Rockland High School continues of Rockport. At this point. Lord was
to lead the Knox-Lincoln League b> sent back Into the game and evident
Republicans To Consider, pon(j
rear 0- ixving Rich's resi- Its victory over Rockport. • The ly with some advice as to how to do
At Bangor
dence. This ls a natural bowl, af- | orange and black quintet keeps at top It. for ln the finishing minutes of
fording spectators ample opportu- of the league by having pulled out the game he sunk four baskets. With
I am for Gov. Alf I andon of Kansas,
The Republican State Convention nlty to view all proceedings easily.! victory In the second half of a torrid about a minute to go, the score was
with a balanced budget, for President
tied at 40-all. In this last minute.
will be held at the City Auditorium. Union High contains excellent ma- conflict by 43 to 42 margin,
Murgita scored 3 beautiful basket He has shouted lend and long. Let's
terial
for
such
a
meet,
and
for
the
At
Rockport.
Saturday
night
RockBanger, Thursday. April 2, at 10 a. m
j challenging of neighboring schools. Hand High's speedy and hard-flght- and along with Morgan, who shot a make a change. Nothing could be [
The purposes are:
' many of which are larger than it ts. mg basketball team put on a second- foul. Rockland led 43 to 40. and be werse than the present situation.
To elect seven delegates at large Their mettle was plainly indicated half spurt against Rockport High fore the game ended a foul gave
Avoid all European Bcondooguery
to the National Conventicr. and seven | Saturday at Community Park. Rock- School and handed the red and Rockport a chance to shoot two
A bigger air force. A bigger Navy.
alternates.
I land, when they came off second, but white team its fourth league defeat • points, making It 43 to 42.«
A bigger Army. George Washington
Murgita said. "To be at peace, keep prepared."
To elect flve Presidential Electors only by one point. Rockland High, of the season. Playing brilliantly, as
Morgan.Crockett
and
Eemar.d Maine Products. Create
For the purpose of electing a State ■ ihe victor, ls a much larger school.' they have In all the league games, in starred In the first half of the game
Committee.
Students in charge of arrangements a smashing finish the orange and for Rockland, while (Peterson, La a co-operative marketing plan for
To elect District Committee for, lor the event Feb. 22 are: Prestor black basketeers broke through the Crosse and Lord were responsible for Maine, thc way Florida and California
each Congressional District.
Esancy. Howard Messer. Henry Hast- Rockport defense in the fourth the fast second-half finish. For do.
Maybe you would prefer a special
Farm to Market Roads. More money
To elect a County Committee for ings, Rudolph Hesselgren, Roger period to overcome a 4-polnt lead and Rockport. Morang, Turner. Grant
contour haircut just mra nt for you
each County.
' Farris and Frank Williams. Girls ap- behind the great playing of Lord. and Moon turned in a sensational for highways on a "pay as you go"
at 75 cent*.
plan You are now paying a million
To formulate and adopt a declare- pointed to help with the dinner for Murgita. Morgan and LaCrosse, won game.
their
third
straight
league
game.
The Rockland girls made it an all- dollars a year interest money cn high
tion of principles or platform ln sup- the contestants include Beverly SimYou can make an appointment by
The first period started off ex- Rockland night by edging out the way bonds. Look at what this would
port of which the Republicans will mons, Hazel Kirkpatrick, Pauline
phone, or just di ap in and we will
appeal to the electors of Maine ln the Young. Alice Farris. Beatrice Rich tremely fast, with Morgan shooting Rockport lassies by a 41 to 40 score do for maintenance and construction
be glad to take you if possible.
two beautiful long shots to put Rock- in a game which was as wild and You can't take care of the highways
coming campaign and ln the Septem- 3f.d Phyllis Hannan.
land In the lead. However, Turner exciting as the boys' game,
on air even lf some people think so.
WHY NOT TRY ONE OT OUR
ber election.
Union School Note*
and Moon of Rockport matched the
By
Quoddy
Power,
the
Boston
Ac
NEW MACHINELESS
To transact any other business that
The Summarv: f
Maine. Maine Central and Bangor Ac
«
come ««
b“l" “ b“b'
PERMANENTS?
Rockland
and Rockland led 12 to 10 at the end
Aroostook should be electrified. Giv
ventlon.
mg the Wilson Photograph Co.
of the first quarter.
J
'
o.
On the evening before the ConvenH#rt
P ing an opportunity fcr frequent serv
In the second quarter? Crockett.' Le0 if .................... 0
tion. the State Committee will hold H#nMn
0 ice. lower passenger and freight rates
6 as well as creating a lot of work with
a public meeting In the Bangor
They plan to attend the U. of who had replaced Murgita for Rock-, LaCrosse. If c
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 826
286 MAIN STREET
land, singled two nice shots. The Murgita. rf lf.......... 3
House at 9 o clock, at which meeting M
6 no injury to anybody.
stellar work of Grant, who had re- Crockett, lf
A modified Townsend Plan
all delegates and others interested In
7
Sophomore and senior history I
Frederick P Bonney
placed Morong for Rockport, put his • Lord, c lf.................
the welfare and success of the Re
15
classes and civics class are enjoy-.
team ln the lead and the half ended Peterson, lg
«> 1 Rangeley. Feb 2.
publican Party will have an opportu.
..
.
, ., ing current event papers, which are
marshal. Marlon' Calder: organist.1 "Pa, what's a sinking fund?”
Seaside Chapter Installs Officers
nlty to make suggestions and assist
rg .. .............. 2
3
7
second half found Rockport Increas
A little boy was found sitting pen
“A place, my eon where they hide
in the formulating and drafting of a
The annual installation of Seaside Core Caldtr; Adah, Bessie Clark;
—
—
—
43
h
Martha,
the
p refits f rom the stockholders.”
ing its lead, but not fbr long, be
sively
on
a
doors
tep
while
all
the
other
declaration of principles or platform1
Chapter.
OES.,
was
held
Monday
Esther.
Maralyn
Hooper;
16
11
cated these ranking students. Stucause at this point. Lord. Rockland's
(children were playing Inside the night and these officers installed by Ruth Tewksbury; Electa, Blanche —Atlanta Constitution.
to be presented to the Convention for ;
recelvlng above 90 were:
Rockport
lanky center, was withdrawn from
house.
consideration, amendment and adop-'
Mrs. Eunice Larrabee of Belfast. Bishop; warder. Helen Duncan;
' Seniors. Isabel Abbott. Phyllis Han-1
G.
p.
' the game by Coach Sezak and rep.
"Why den't you go in and play worthy grand matron of the Grand sentinel. Harry Sylvester. The tn- WASKES EARMESS MUTUAL INS., CO.
tion.
Warren. Maine.
nan. Annie Hart. James McEdw&rd.
lf . ............. 1
■ placed by LaCrosse who played an
2
4 with the others?" asked a neighbor. Chapter of Maine, assisted by Winni stallatlon was followed by dancing
The tabulation of entitled delegates
ASSETS DBC 31. 1933
Charlotte Robbins. Esther Robbins
r
...... 4
2
inspired game and through his ef- Grant. lf
10
"I mustn't." was the reply. "I’m go fred Oonley as grand marshal. Oer and refreshments were served
Cash in office and bank. _
13901 32
tor Knox and Lincoln Counties fol
and Monda Rolfe; juniors. Hope BowLIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1S33
forts aided the Rockland team to' Daucett, rf . ............... 1
3
5 ing to play the baby, and I'm not born trude Morrow, grand chaplain, and
lows:
i ley. Virginia Howe. Elvi Rlutta; 1
Net cash uaeU. -------------- 13.901 32
1
dose the gap. As the quarter ended. Moon, c
3
7 i yet.'—Montreal Star
Core Calder, grand organist:
Premium notes subject to
County Of Knox
sophomores. Edna Carver, Eleanor
K ISS 00
Oqe
»«eea»mcnt _
Rockport led only by a 34 to 32 Turner. lg ..______ 5
5
15
Worthy
matron.
Elizabeth
Calder:
Fruit
Salad
Ice
Creatn.
in
a
Rep. Votes Dels Gleason. Muriel Hannan. Eleanor
menta and
Deduct all
margin.
j
Rider,
lg
----_____ 0
0
0
"A
telegram
from
Gecrge
dear
”
worthy
patron.
John
Mathews;
as

1.S7S SO
payments
129
p(ne
Decorated
Cake,
appropriately
Appleton ----Simmons: freshmen. Bruno Aho. BurThe game became so fast and Spear rg ------- ----- 0
1
1
"Well did he pass thc examination sociate matron. Naomi Pelton; as
.... 865
Balance
due
on
premium
Camden ___
decorated for that valentine party,
cell Farris.
notes ----------------- --------- 91S.06S SO
furious in the fourth quarter that
sociate patron. John Pelton; secre
— this time?”
.... 66
Cushing ___
VIRGIL E HILLS
Those receiving abore 80 were:
priced at 35c. Your nearby ice cream
tary.
Louise
Walker;
treasurer.
Alice
42
"No. but he-is almost at tlie top of
LaCrosse and Crockett left the game
14
14
Secretary.
— 91
Friendship ....
Seniors. David Carroll, Dorothy*
12-T-1S
14-15
Burkett; chaplain. Marlon Pelton; dealer has them.
i on fouls, as did Turner and Morong
Referee Wotton: Time 4-8's.
thc list cf those who failed.”
Hope________________ 111
Clarry, Edmund Harding. Beverly
Isle au Haut _________
15
Simmons: juniors. Muriel Butler.
North Haven ..............-.. 152
Alice Farris. Madeline Oorden. Don
Owl's Head ..................... 95
1 aid McEdward, Shirley Morton. BeaRockland ____________ 1.898
17 trice Rich. Marion Alley. Henrv Sim4 mons: sophomores. Susan Abbott.
Rockport ____________ 326
1 Katherine Chandler. Elmer Gott
Scuth Thomaston------- 70
4 Louise Newbert. Ruth Howe. Alfreds
Et. Oeorge __________ 310
Thomaston ---------------- 433
5 Young. Dorothy Young; freshmen
4 j Richard Crabtree. Burgess Cramer.
Union -__
305
Vlnalhaven ......
253
3 Roger Farris. Lea Fransen. Helen
Warren ........................... 329
4 Mitchell, Esther Niemi. Gertrude ,
2
Washington ........_____ 152
Rolfe. Lillian Williams
1
Matlnicus Isle _______
30
Union High School will participate
in the winter sports this season The
63 first meet was in Rockland Saturday
5.630
THE HAWKINS BOYS, Roy and
County Of Lincoln
The team will compete at the Bath ,
Jesse, in a cozy corner of the kitchen.
Aina ...........................
98
1 Winter Carnival Feb. 14.
They’re cleaning up the rifle for a little
Boothbay ...........
318
4
Boothbay H.arbor......... 557
6
shooting. And they’re having some fun
ONE WEEK TO GO
Eremen ......... ................... 59
1
right now-because do you know what’s
—. — •
Erlstol ______________ 240
3 Intra-Mural Basketball Most
in those pipes? Prince Albert! “I'm
Damariscotta __
316
4
here to tell you that there’s only one
Over—The Names Of the
Dresden ___
192
3
‘national joy smoke’—Prince Albert,”
Edgecomb ___
120
2
Leading Teams
says
Roy. “The P.A. cut is differentJefferson ........................ 271
3
Intra-mural basketball ls flourish
each P.A. pipeful burns slower and
Newcastle ....... -.............. 240
3
Nobleboro ...........
197
3 ing in the Rockland schools under
tastes cooler. I’d advise any pipe lover
Somerville ...........
62
1 the superv^ion of Samuel Sezak. di
to take up that Prince Albert proposi
South Bristol ________ 161
2 rector ot physical education in the
tion of money back if not satisfied.
Southport ........
127
2 Rockland schools, and assisted by
Me, I’m pleased as can be!”
Waldobcro ..................... 486
5 Principal Libby and Miss Tapley of
1
the
Junior
High
School
Faculty,
and
Westport ________
30
1
Whitefield ...................... 221
3 jy Richard Knowlton, former Rock- J
Wiscasset .....
338
4 land luminary, and members of the
High School girls and boys' varsity
Plantations
Monhegan ............
27
1 basketball teams.
One more we3k to go finds the
4.060
52 L.ons leading the Animal League with
ftur straight victories. The Rasp
berries and Huckleberries are tied tor
WHY NOT HAVE IT?
DOWN BY THE POST OF(Left) ROY REMEMBERS WELL
j the lead tn the Berry League. In the
FICE. Jesse got some mail!
how he got that one. Had his pipe and
Lots Of Fans Would Like To See Auto League one finds the Dodges
Roy
’s smiling because he has
Prince
Albert
along
too,
because
he
Picture “Take Me Out To the Ball ' leading.
just
stocked up on Prince
has
smoked
Prince
Albert
for
at
least
Game”
Animal League I Boysi Junior High
Albert.
“It is easy to tell from
ten years. “I found a pleasant sur
W.
L. Pts.
Rockland, Feb 1.
the
taste,
” he says, “that Prince
prise,” he remembers, “the first time
Lions ...............
4
0
8
To The Sports Editor:—
Albert
comes
from extra-qual
I opened one of those big red tins.
1
6
I have just finished reading the Bulldogs .................. 3
2
ity tobaccos. And the fine flavor
What mellow aroma!”
4
article appearing in the Feb. 1 issue Bears ....................... 2
2
4
of mild, mellow tobaccos is pro
cf your paper on The American ! Tigers .............. . ..... 2
I
2
YES.SIR.FIFTYPIPEFULS! (Right)
tected by a special ‘bite remov
League's “Take Me Out To the Ball Gorillas
4
0
“You’ll be surprised how much more
Game.” I would like to see this pic Apes ....
ing* process that P. A. uses.”
ture shown in Rockland. I believe Berry League (Boys) High School
tobacco you get in those big economy
that you could easily organize the
tins,” says Roy. “They hold around
W
L.
Pts. .
baseball fans and others interested.1 Raspberries ............ 3
1
6
fifty pipefuls.” Men, read the youlo arrange for a showing in Rock- 1 Huckleberries
3
1
6
must-be-pleased offer. Try America’s
k*ndI Cranberries
__ 2
1
4
favorite tobacco entirely at our risk.
Al Smith, advertising department of j Blackberries .......... 2
2
4
Fisher Body Division, General Mo-1 Elueberries ............ 1
<■
iaw.a. i. Sm-M. rw. c.
2
2
tors Building. Detroit. Mich., Is aiding Gooseberries .......... 0
3
0
the American League In this picture's
distribution. Let's give the young Auto League (Girls) Junior High
W L. T. P
ball players of Rockland a break. I
You’ll Think Just As Highly of Prince Albert As Mr. Hawkins Does If You
0
im an old baseball fan and I have Dodges ................... 3
1
7
1
0
6
watched baseball games for more than Pontiacs ................ 3
Try It. Our Proposition Is “Money Back If Not Satisfied"
Buicks ................... 2
1
I
25 years.
A Baseball Fan.
5
0
Chevrclets ............ 2
2
4
If you roll your own; Roll yourself 30 swell cigarettes
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t
::
A new and r.cvel stage attraction Tcrraplanes .......... 1
0
2
from Prince Albert. If you don’t find them the finest,
find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever
4
starts Friday night at the Park The Fords ..................... o
0
0
tastiest roll-your-own cigarettes you ever smoked, return
smoked, return the pocket tin with tbe rest of the to
atre and is known as “Auction Nite."
the pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us
bacco in it to us at any time within a month from this
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
Thc auctioneer bids and buys from
at any time within a month from thia date, and we
date, and we will refund full purchase price, plus
“Try Prince Albert If You
the patrons in the audience various the left side of the road!
will refund full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed)
postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Wont to Roll a Bettor
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.C.
articles that he calls for. He may
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Cigarette”
offer to buy a shirt off a man's back,
J. L. LUFF, veteran roll-your-own
which proves an amusing treat fcr
smoker, who rolls a swell Frince
the audience. There is no lottery or
HC'RIUMPIEU
Albert cigarette in 17 sec. Leonard
game of chance connected with auc
says: ‘‘Prince Albert whips into
LONGBURNING I
shape in a jiffy—tastes mild—soothes
tion. It's a real treat and you should
^ciGAREyf&'irpWo;
IIIiit1111111111111»»11111111 Hi 11 u ii I nil i nM I inilMliiil
a man's tongue and soul!"
not fall to see it worked. The auc
tion ls held after the first evening
performance at about 830 Friday
pipefuls of fragrant tobacco...in
nights, ln addition to the regular
every 2-ounce tin of Prince Albert
screen feature and Short subjects.
Important

AL’S SPECIAL

Haircut, Shampoo, Finger Wave or Marcel

For $1.00; or 50 Cents Each

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

Has his own ideas about a Smokin’ Tobacco!

i

V

THE
NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb 5—Rockport—MethodUt Ladles'
Aid birthday party at veatry.
Feb J — Warren — "Correspondenee
CourUhlp." auspices Mystic Rebekah
Lodge, at Town hall.
Feb. 7—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs Elonla Tuttle.
Feb. 7—Rockport—Minstrel show in
Town hall by O. F. Burgess Fire Co.
Feb. 10—Adam Walsh to address Par
ent-Teacher Association.
Feb 15—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. IS—Valentine Day.
Feb. 14—Rubinstein Club holds silver
tea.
Feb. 20—Past Presidents' night at
Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
Feb
21—Camden—Fire Department
Gift Ball In Opera House.
Feb 21 (2 to 9 30)—Educational Club
meets at O AK hall.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Union—Winter carnival at
Seven Tree Pond
Feb. 20 Ash Wednesday.
Feb 27—Masonic
masquerade
at
Temple hall.
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at
Opera House, sponsored by CamdenRockport Lions Club.
March 17—St Patrick's Day.
March 23-20—Orono—Farm and Home
week
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Good Friday.
April 12—Easter.
April 15-20—Augusta—Maine Metho
dist conference.
June 9—Republican National Conven*.
tion opens ln Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention O A R
aud allied bodies ln Rockland
June 15—Primary Election.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of
th* Maine Department. Veterans Of
Foreign Wsrs. ln this city.
June 26-28—Lewiston -American Le
gion and allied bodies, hold State con
ventions.
May 10—Mothers Day.

THE WEATHER

Miss Priest ol the Central Maine
Mrs. Walter Connon saw a rcbln
| Power Co. will tomorrow give the yesterday in her dooryard, on West
Rockland Lions lots of hints about Meadow road.
| home lighting.

At Pleasant Valley Grange tonight
Bluebonnet Troop of Girl Scouts, a covered dish supper will be serv'd
will meet at the Unlversaltst Church at 6.15. Regular meeting follows.
Saturday at 1.30 to go on a hike.
Take snowshoes or skis.
The Lions Club basketeers will take
on the famous High School Faculty
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
' The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday with quintet of basketfillers the evening
1 Mrs. Ernest Hager, Grace street. Pro- of Peb. 11 at the High School gym.
We are cleaning out our large warehouse pre
I gram subject, “Alcohol Education,” Mcrse High Alumnae will battle the
paratory to change of location within the next ten
i with Miss Lena Miller, leader.
great 1935 Rockland High girls team
days. Everything will be sold regardless of cost
the same night. Public Invited.
I
I
rather than move this large stock of heavy Merchan
Rev. Harry Trust, D. D., President
dise. Come in QUICK while the assortment is large.
( State Theological Seminary, Bangor.
Charles W. .Livingston, a well known
I] Maine, will give the DA.R. broadcast resident of Ingraham Hill, and forme;This is your opportunity to save money on a large
I Wednesday at 2 p. m. from WLRZ; tax collector for Owl's Head died yes
scale. If you have a few dollars left in the till you
terday, on the eve of hts 79th birth-1
his subject, "Rational Patriotism."
will find their value will greatly increase if you take
day. He had long been prominent in
advantage of this opportunity to stock up on Grains,
Sam E. Connor, staff writer for the the affairs of St. Peter's Episcopal
Flours, Feeds, Sugars, Poultry and Dairy Rations,
. Lewiston Journal, quotes Dana 3. Church, where funeral will be held
Williams as again saying that he will Wednesday at 2 p. m. Obituary j
Paints, Groceries, Poultry and Dairy Equipment, etc.
not
run for Congress; and also says
Bank Dividends are payable this week, but dig out
that Gov. Brann probably will not
Abel M. Fuller, who was fcr many;
your old stocking anyway and buy today.
run despite tbe unanimous invitation years In the grocery and market busl- j
Nothing reserved; first come, first served.
| of the Democratic State Committee. ness at the Southend, died yesterday
at the home cf his daughter, Mrs 1
All this talk of falling meteors has Fred L. Lineltin. 260 Broadway An
interested the Sea View Garage crew emergency operation was performed •
I in common with everybody else and a week ago. but Mr. Puller failed to j
86 PARK STREET
PHONE 1200
I at 5 o’clock yesterday afternoon rally. He was but recently presented
i when the big building was shaken by with a veteran's medal by Aurora
P. S. This is the old fule general store. Carload
, a roaring crash the beys were sure a Lodge. P.A M. because of 50 years'
lots are distributed direct to the consumer with one
j meteor had struck.
Investigation service as a master Mason. Pune-al
small profit. The working man’s friend. The home
j showed the big brick chimney to have services will be held at the residence
of “MORE FOR LESS.” Free prizes weekly. Free
».
Obituary
been demolished, possibly by an ex- Wednesday at 2
deliveries.
I plosion of some sort, though the cause mention deferred.
remains a mystery. Three employes
Mrs. A. L. Orne will be chairman of
working near the chimney were flat
tened by the shock and powdered with circle supper at the Congregational
vestry Wednesday at 6.15, her helpers
, mortar, etc., but otherwise unhurt.
Llewellyn M. Hovey, former resident
At the Speech Readers meetme
to be Mrs. W. I. Ayer. Mrs. Minnie
of this city, ls reported critically ill ( Thursday afternoon Mrs. Marguerite I
Roberts. Mrs. George Blaney, Mrs
At
last
night's
meeting
of
Clareat Sailor's Snug Harbor.
MacAlman was in charge of the les- '
Alvin C. Ramsdell. Mrs. Fred Tre
son. Mrs. Frank Hewett gave a very
i Ludwick was elected eminent com- cartin. Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Mrs.
Miss Barbara Perry's name was inadvertently omitted from the list of Xm
mander iD
of Lucius 8
Henry Chatto. Mrs. H. A. Buffum and
contestants in last Friday's very rue« T
and wbo
the
Miss Ada Young. The Wcman's As—...i
----- ...—----- — ..-1
N L. Witham gave a sketch on ____
havebeen
5^Installed.
installed. MrMr Ludwick.
Ludwick| sedation
sedationwill
will hold an Important
cessful prize speaking contest held “Trees ’
_
At the meeting Thursday lhe pa6t year has
Claremont business meeting at 5 and following
under auspices of the Rotary Club.
Mrs. Daniel Chick, teacher of lip Oommandery one of the most success- circle supper. Commander Oeorge H.
ful administrations it has ever had. Reed. U. 8. Navy retired, will speak
Ronald Messer was acquitted on a reading, will crnduct the lesson.

REMOVAL SALE

STOVER’S

GREAT REDUCTIONS IN

ALL 1935 WALL PAPERS
Papers that were 10c.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 07
Papers that were 15c to 25c.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10
Papers that were 25c to 50c.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15
SALE BEGINS WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
662 MAIN STREET

Mrs. B. F Weston returned from
Boston Saturday and is guest of her
sister Mrs. R. M. McKinley.
F. E. Burkett Is 111.
Dr. Irving Tuttle of Appleton dined
Sunday with Dr and Mrs. Milton
Stephenson.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Burns have re
turned from Waltham. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burgess cf
South Union are the proud grandpar
ents of their first grandchild. Allied
Burgess Lane, born Jan. 25 to John
and Sadie (Burgess) Lane. 103 Gordon
St.. AU&ton. Mass.
Several from this vicinity attended
Psmona last Saturday at East Union
The ins and outs of the Townsend
Plan were well threshed cut, but left
tha listeners with the opinion that
they must yet keep on working for a •
living.
Harold Fcssett has bought the busi
ness of Hampton L. Robbins and took
possession Jan. 25.
Honors at the Legion card party
Saturday night were won by Leroy
Miller and Mrs. Henry Ames.
Mrs. H. H. Plumer has returned
from a week's visit with Rev. and Mrs
Howse of Brunswick.
The Even Dozen were entertained
Thursday night by Mr. and Mrs.
Hawes.
Miss Ida Hughes of Rockland spent
the weekend in town.
Mrs. Edward Mathews was hostess
Thursday afternoon to Grandmothers
Cfiubs. Mrs Bernice Payson and Mrs.
Emma Jones won honors in bridge.
Rev. A. A. Callaghan, district super
intendent of Augusta was overnight
guest of Rev. and Mrs. T. C. Chap
man Wednesday that he might at
tend the quarterly conference held
at the M. E. Church.
Christmas Club met Friday with
Mrs. Alfred Hawes
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond and
daughter of Thomaston were guests
Cunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lerl.icnd.
The Farm Bureau held an enjoy
able meeting Thursday at the home
j of Mrs. Oeorge Fossett.
Mrs. Leroy Clarke and son Malcolm
went to Bellast yesterday.
.The chemical was called Saturday
afternoon for a chimney fire at the
heme of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes.

Senter Crane’s

STOCKING CLUB
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BURPEE’S

Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

Senter Crane’s

Repaired, and Custom Set Building
by expert engineer

The great annual reduction sale of
Rockport, Phone 2380-Camden member wall papers, 1935, starts tomorrow at
National Radio Institute,
the C. M. Blake Wall Paper Store,
Washington, D. C.
7-21-tf Rockland.
adv*

CROCKETT'S GARAGE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
Stf

Silvereines, 79c, $1.09

Val Doree’s,

Gordon’s, 1.00 to 1.35

No Mend’s,

Day and Night Telephone
450

381

MAU ST,

ROCKLAND, MR

JMf

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

TELEPHONE 1061

UNION

dTunken diving charge by Recorder
and his retention in office is a source The breadth of his experience in the
The Kcmets, a buzzing club of
Many folks rushed into the street Otis Saturday but was fined $0 and
of much satisfaction, though every navy and real abUity as a. speaker
yesterday to witness a strange sight— costs for having failed to stop when young Northend hopefuls, held their Sir Knight ls saddened by the cir- promise that this will be an event of
regular Sunday afternoon meeting at
cumstanaes which led to it. George rare interest.
the mercury well above zero. The | requested to do so by an officer,
the Hornets’ Nest, a remodeUed hen- |
<J-cUd wanh!r *
a
day started with sub-zero tempera
There wUl be a public card party h0U£e at the rear ot R p Conant’s vacancy. A complete list of the other
Rockland High School’s hockey
ture. but early afternoon saw It rise. at Orand Army haU Wednesday at 2 kome cn Camden street. Shortly after
officers has already been published ! team will try and take the Crosby
to 25 above. This morning s reading; preceding the meeting of Auxiliary to adjournment the diaphone was oel- wlth
exception of the appoint- 1 pucksters of Belfast into camp this
was 15 above, but that good-natured ; Anderson Camp S U V. The usual lowing 53 the death knell of the Hor ments. which are: Sentinel. Lloyd afternoon at 4 o'clock at Community
B. Rideout
Rideout won
won many
many ji 6 o’clock circle supper wUl be served. I nets' Nest- and Possibly of the Hor- Spcar; color-bearer. Albert L. Briggs; Park: No admission will be charged
forecaster E. B.
-------nets Thc small damage was covered
j A Richan B s whlte. to this game, as the hockey team is
friends by promising that It would go"
Mrs.
Lucy
Marsh
Lowe
substituted
I
by
insurance.
Maynard
Wiggm
Harrv „ Hanreom The I traveling along with the Crosby bas___
______
_____________________
__
____________
above freezing, in Southern New Eng
iand. at least” Icestorms are repor’t- | *Quar.tet Sunday served In his usual role cf ringer of ^"foers were privately installed bv ketball teams which are also playing
ed down the coast, but It seemed at for
Olady’Morgau who was kep: the iPhone. A second cold run
8ir James A R;chan, who was here tonight. It ls hoped that a large
if plain onery snow would be Easter? 1,1 by a ccW E R Ve^ ac:wl..inawaited the department later, on stUl,
bv E R veazie as grand crowd will turn out to see this game
similar capacity for Chester Wyllie alarm, to handle a difficult chimney warder
ReV Charles H. B Seller and make use of the skating rink
Maine's lot. Winter is two-thirds gone
who is ill.
fire
at
the
New
County
Road
home
„
chaplain.
Light lunch was which has now the best ice it has had
and If It wasn't for that dreaded
of Victor Orindle. A return call still SOTVKj
all season. Coach Howe Glover feels
March hill, everybody would be feel
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will have ' later was necessary to give the same
____________
confident that his team will be ahle
ing pretty good.
all-day work on quilts Thursday. 6 ; phhnr.ey a flnal coding
Al’s Hairdressing Salon offers a to defeat the Belfast boys after the
o'clock supper in charge of Mrs
_____
haircut, shampoo and marcel or fln- stiff battle that Rrckland put up
The regular Masonic Assembly will
Bessie Church. Mrs. Annie Aylward
Miss Ruth E Barter of Tenant's
gerwave for $100 or individually 50 against Crosby. Coach Glover will
be held in Camden Thursday night. Mrs. Helen Perry and Mrs. Bertha
Harbor, who is studying dramat.es oenU each.
new dlsUnctlve start the following men agalnrt
King Solomon's Temple Chapter Higgins.
has been elected to stage and direct
contour haircut at 75 cents. Crosby: Rw Grev. c Glover lw Maniher first play at thc Leland Powers Make appointment, phone 826 or drop ner. Id. Crane, rd. Harden. Goal Achas a stated convocation Thursday
Fletcher Brown, son of Dr. and Mrs.
School of the Theatre, in Boston. in and we will take you lf we can cardl. Spares. Peterson Curtis, Ptasnight.
Freeman F. Brown of this city, who Mjss
Barter is a graduate of St. Try our new machineless permanent les. Childs, Dargan, Marsh, Merritt,
will graduate from Columbia Univer
Duck Rocks Bell Buoy 5. reported ’
George High School, and during her wave.—adv.
Billings.
sity (Medical) In June, has been noti
not operating properly Jan. 31, will be
student days became interested in
fied of his acceptance by the College
relieved as scon as practicable.
theatricals, taking part in several
of Physicians and Surgeons to enter
local productions, and representing
P. A. Winslow has been invited to into medical training there In th" her school at dramatic reading con
address Grand View Grange in fall.
tests at University of Maine and win
t ______
Oraia® Gwya nj
Northport Thursday night. Peb. 13.
The school committee held a special ning several prizes. She attended
Farmington Normal School for one
BORN
The Woman's Association of thc meeting Friday night in the Mayor's
year after graduation, then enrolling
PUSHAW—At South Hope. Jan. 29. to
office
to
appoint
cimmittees.
All
Congregational Church will meet In
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw. a daugh
in the Leland Powers School. During
ter
the vestry Wednesday at 5 o'clock. members were present, and these
LANE At Newton Lower Falls. Mass
committees resulted: Finance and summer seasons Miss Barter conducts
Jan 25. to Mr and Mrs John Lant
The Townsend Club meeting Thurs purchasing. C. F. Joy. chairman. one of the mcst attractive tea rooms
(Sadie Burgess formerly ot Union), s
son. Alfred Eurgess.
in
this
vicinity
—
"Ruth's
Place."
draw

day at 7.30, will be followed by an Donald G. Cummir.'Ts. Charles W.
important meeting of the Advisory Morton and Parker E. Worrey; text ing patronage from a wide area.
MARRIED
book. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwcod. Mrs
Board.
SEAVEY-WOTTON—Atl Rockland. Peb
Joseph H. Couhig. 20 years with the
3 by Rev. Corwin H. Olds. William
Gladys Morgan and Mrs. Beatrix Mc
A Sesvey and Sylvia Wotton. both
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to Lain; repair, Mayor Thurs'.on, Mr Prudential Insurance Co. was tendOf- Rockland
’ cred a dinner in his honor Saturday
McAULIFPE-MURPHY — At Rocklsnd
night. with degree work in the offing. Joy. Mr. Cummings
Jan. 27. by Rev Fr John P. Young
' night at Wadsworth Inn, Camden
An afternoon card party and supper
Lawrence P McAuliffe and Miss Agne.R
Murphy, both of Rockland.
A
chatty
letter
comes
from
FreeAttending
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Couhig,
at 6.15 precede.
.
man S. Young, who is wintering in Supt. and Mrs. Gecrge E. McAdams
DIED
The Rockland High Schocl girls Sarasota. Fla Here, tersely given, of Lewiston, Asst. Supt. and Mrs
BROWN At Portlnmd. Jan. 31, Julia
need not feel so badly about their de are some of the contents: Real estate Chester L. Black. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
E. Brown, lormerly of Rockland, aged
42 years
feat at the hands of the Morse High business here much better than last Crowley, iMr. and Mrs. Leland
FULLER-At Rockland. Peb. 3, Abel M
Sextet. The Bath girls defeated the year—Townsend ls going strong here Hawkins Mr. and Mrs. Rollo GardiPuller, nged 83 years. 9 month*. 23
days Funeral Wednesday at 3 p. m.. at
Lewiston High girls 20 to 9 Saturday
people say the plan 1s workable ncr. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Holden. Mr.
200 Broadway.
night.
—Clarence Johnsen and family are 1 and Mrs. John A. Snow, representing
LIVINOSTON—At Owl’s Head, Feb 3.
Charles W. Livingston, aged 78 years.
at the T.C.T. camp —The Lcrmonds j the s taff of agents and Miss Lucille
11 months. 30 days. Funeral at St.
Lily Pons singing in thc radio hour and Whitmores arc here from North Durette of the lccal clerical staff.
Peters Episcopal Church Wednesday,
10:30 a. m.
9 to 9.30 Wednesday evening will offer Haven.—We are going to have some, Mr. Couhig was presented with a
MOODY—At Thomaaton. Peb. 2. Nellie
the famous Shadow S ong from Mey
widow ot Oeorge W Moody of Rock
more Rocklandites with us before 1 diamond studded Old Guard charm
land. aged 70 years. 5 months. 14 days
erbeer's opera ' Dinorah," “Summer
and chain from the office, and Mrs.
Puneral today at 2:30 from Burpee
long.
time" from George Gershwins folk
funeral
parlors.
Ceuhig with rotes. It was a very J
NEWBURY
—At Rockland. Peb. 2. Gloria
opera "Porgy and Bess " Cut's colorful
What premises to be a real baskcN- happy occasion and an eloquent dem
Amelia, daughter of Mr and Mrs
“Orientale," and other numbers of ba’J battle is to be played at the Rock onstration of the appreciation of Mr
Oeorge C. Newbury, aged 4 months.
11 days Funeral today at 2 o'clock
interest.
February . . . frequently spoken of by the store keeping fra
from residence at Pleasant Gardens
land High School gvm tonight, when Ccuhlg's efficient and faithful serv-,
ternity as a dull month, will, at Senter Crane's bristle with
a fast Crosby High School team of Ice over two decades.
Cooked Food Sale at Senter Cran»'f Belfast clashes with the powerful
’ "February Thrlftles" . . . "Quality without' ths penalty of high
Saturday at 2 p. m., benefit Golden
price" at the store for everybody.
Rod Chapter. OES.
15-16
first game at Belfast Rockland edged
Get a ticket like the one below at our Hosiery Counter
out a victory by 30-25 score. Since
and Save On Stockings
The Ladies' Aid of Littlefield Me that time Crcsby High improved so
morial Church will have a fcod saJe much that one can be sure of a great
at Dorman's Shoe Store Feb. 7 at 2 game. There will be a preliminary
1
AND
o'clock.—adv.
Not
Good
After
August
1,
1936
game between Crosby Seconds and
7
1
____________
Rockland Seconds.
For that valentine, bridge or di^;
Established 1840
8
2
ner party, try a one pint Decorated
Mrs. Kenneth R. Spear left Satur
Licensed
Embalmeni and
Cake, made by Fro-Joy Fruit Salad day to spend the month In Washing
HOSIERY CLUB
As we pass through the door
Attendanta
that
leads
into
a
new
year,
we
let Cream.
14-15ton, at the headquarters of the Ameri
9
3
John O. Stevena,
Alden Ulmer
HOW IT WORKS:
take stock of our accomplish
can National Red Cross, attending a
Emily W. Stevens. Arthur Andrews
ments during the past year
When you buy your first pair of stockings we
Tourist (ln Yellowstone Park)-— class for executive secretaries. This
and renew our resolve to live
4 punch out No. 1 and when you have bought 10
Day or Night Telephone
Thore Indians have a bliod-curdiing class, limited to 30 from the entire
up to the opportunities pre
12 pairs we give you a pair Free.
sented
by
our
responsibilities.
yell.
eastern division of the United States,
450
Our policy is and always will
11
5 NAME ...................... ...............................
Guide—Yes, ma'am; every one of and covering all the Red Cross serv
Representatives In all largs eltiee
be to give the kind of service
'm is a college graduate!—Christian ices, ls the first Pver to be held and
In the United States and Canada
ADDRESS
....................................
that we ourselves would expect
Leader.
the Knox County Chapter is fortu
if we were placed in a similar
12
Good At Rorkland Store Only
6
AMBULANCE
position. Our aim will be to
nate in being offered this splendid
Service Is Instantly available.
constantly
Improve
on
our
pre

training by thc National Headquar
Experienced attendants on duty.
vious best efforts.
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, ters.
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ROCKLAND

COFFEE SALE
Diamond D .... 2 lbs 29c
Maxwell House .... lb 27c

2 tins 31c

Johnson Beans.. 2 qts 21c

PEARS
In Syrup
No. 2h Tins

PANCAKE FLOUR
LOG
CABIN

2 tins 39c

3 iS. 23c

NATIVE
PIG’S LIVER FRESHSLUED
2 . 29c
NATIVE
FISH BITS BONELESS
3 lbs. 29c
2‘lbs25c
CURED
SALTED DANDELIONS NATIVE
LARGE
BOTTI-E 15c
SNIDER’S KETCHUP
LARGE
PRUNES MEATY
■■
3 . 23c
lbs

lbs

12 OZ.
TINS

CORNED BEEF
E*C

2

LQ

DILI Of

sou*

tins

29c

QUART Q »

d L C

jars

SMAI L SHORT SHANK. LEAN, FRESH OR SMOKED

SHOULDERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pound 19c
FRESH, CRISP, CLEAN

SPINACH.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck 19c

Tomatoes

Peas

Cheese

No. 2 Tina

Eirly June

3 tins 25c

Old Strong

4 tins 25c

Ib 29c

Tomato
Juice
Welch’s, Pint Bet.

2 for 25c

Grape Nuts

Very Tasty
Thc kind you
have been
asking for

Tea
Very Good
Quality

bulk lb 19c

Fruit
Cocktail

pkg 16c

No. 2H Tin

Pumpkin

21c

No. 2H Tin

Full of Summer
Vitamins

tin 12c

Camay

Soap
5 cakes 23c

Del Monte
Pineapple
Juice
2 tins 25c

Kre-Mel
Dessert

AU Flavor*

3 pkg 10c
Raisins
Seedless

2 pkgs 15c
Post
Toasties
3 pkgs 21c

FRIEND’S MINCE MEAT, lge tin .. 23c
Made By the Packers of the Famous Friend's Beans

EVAPORATED MILK ... 4 tall cans 25c
Rinso,
2 lge pkgs 37c j Fairy Soap, 3 cakes 11c
Ivory Soap, med. cake 5c | PalmOIive Soap 5 bar 19c

SUGAR.... .... .. .. .. .. .. . 10 Ib doth bag 52c
100 Lb«. Bulk, *4 89

P. & G. Soap, 5 bars 17c Snider’s Soup, 4 tins 19c
Tomato. Vegetable

Salt,

Molasses,

2 lb pkg 6c Salt Pork,
lb 15c
gallon 69c Cr. Tartar, Soda, lb ea 29c

PERRY’S MARKETS
IF YOU WISH TO PHONE YOUR ORDER
CALL 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

T
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FLAME
IN THE
FORES

Cwh

himself. "Tight fix, eh? . . . Drop,
Tip!”
The dog, at hls word, flattened
himself In the bottom. No time for
the carry, now.
The canoe nosed silently Into the
first suck of swift current, Young's
eyes sternly busy with the froth
ing tumult below.
East and faster he moved, charg
ing for that nnrrow chnnnet,
straightening hls canoe out ns he
gathered speed, setting It parallel
with the rip. He swung sharply to
the right to miss one snag and
worked back Into the sleek, black
slide which indicated the safety of
depths.
He went Into a brawling rlflle
next, with foam all about, and an
gling across lt, found deep water
again.
Protruding rocks reared them
selves again. He decided In a split
second that the way to the left
was the better.
He lifted hls gaze for a flash of a
look at the boat below. It was,
so far as he could tell, empty. Who
ever the girl was, she had been
followed overbonrd by the man.
And now again Young was pad
dling desperately, great arms
sweeping with the precision and
regularity of some device of stout
metal, power driven. Beyond, the
current was actually uptllted.
hanked, so abrupt was the deflec
tion of those tons of rushing water.
He must clear the rock to hls left,
must turn In time to avoid that
which would then lie close to hls
right . . .
The chute now sped down mid
stream and he paddled stoutly to
gain even more speed. He felt

HAROLD TITUS
A

*"0/4 ntu,

w.n.u. service.

For an instant Kerry did not re
ply.
“No,” he said. “I've never been
CHAPTER I.—Kerry Young. a lad
on the Mad Woman.” He rose, a
of seven, is prepared to flee the
burning lumber camp of his benefac
bit stiffly. “Tod West? You're
tor. Jack Snow, who took the young
sure?"
ster to live with him at the death
of Kerry's mother. Tod West has in
“Sure. Had considerable corres
structed Kerry to come with a file
pondence with him; sent a cruiser
containing the camp’s funds should
It be endangered. Flames attack the
ln there last winter. Ever run
office, and Kerry, hugging the pre
across him?"
cious file, and Tod race to town. Tod
He looked around sharply when.
acts queerly. At the bank the file
is found emptjr and Kerry is blamed
Instead of answering, bis caller
vrong one.
rlth taking the wi
laughed, a bard and brief and
CHAPTER II—Snow, his head
mirthless laugh.
quarters and money gone, is ruined
“Once,” he said after that. “Yes
and soon thereafter dies, leaving
Kerry to the Poor Commissioner.
... Once. . .
Kerry suspects Tod and swears to
•
••••••
even the score.
You never know what’s around
the next bend or at the foot of the
CHAPTER III
rapid below you when traveling a
strange river, he had said.
For a week he had been on the
HEY sat In a St. I’aul nfllce,
Mad Woman, now. One night he
Kerry Young, tall and brown
bad camped by a fire tower and
and trim In hls woodsman's cloth
talked for long with the lonely
ing. At his feet was curled a Ches
apeake retriever, brighter than tbe
lookout. Yes, Tod West was a big
man in this country.
prescribed dead grass In eolor; sl
Another time he stopped for an
most honey-hued, he was.
hour with an isolated trapper.
A hit more than a decade had
West’s Landing was thirty miles
passed since he had finally got
below. Pretty soon, now, he'd be
ten free of the town which had
going through West’s upper hold
warped and moulded his spirit.
ings. A great fellow, Tod, but he'd
“This.” said the man across the
been hard hit lately, folks said.
desk, “Is the finest report on a
And so on.
timlter property I have ever read.
Occasionally as he paddled easily
It's great! I'm asking you again;
with the current he would wink at
••Won't yon stick with us. Young?
Tip, seated hy the packs, and
There’s a big opportunity with this
throaty laughter would rumble up
corporation for a man of your
from hls chest
years nnd ability.”
“Chance 1" he said at one of
Kerry smiled slowly.
these times.
“The part chance
“Time to move,” he said ln hls
plays In a man's life!”
deep voice. “I've been on this one
And at night In his camp be
Job since October. It's July, now.
neath the stars, he would lie awake
Tip and I”—with a nod toward the
hour after hour, wondering, re
dog—“are a little afraid of taking
membering, teasing himself with
root."
the thought that finally, perhaps,
“You're always moving, aren't
he was going to know.
you?”
Since rounding the bend far
"Most of the time."
above the murmur of racing waters
The other paused, started to
had been in his ears and, approach
speak, hesitated and then asked
ing the head of the rapid, he went
bluntly; “Why, Young?”
cautiously.
Kerry laughed and answered as
At the right was a landing, with
one will who evades an issue.
signs of many portages on shingle
“I like to see country. I like to
and trees.
put In this time of the year, at the
Young was about to step Into the
headwaters of a river I've never
shallows and lead his canoe to
been on and follow her through
shore when a flash from below
to the mouth. Rivers are wonder-,
caught hls eye.
ful experiences, Mr. Bftrkhead. You
He lifted the glasses, leveled
never know, on the new ones.'
them and went slowly rigid.
what's around the next bend or at
Two people on the bank at the
the foot of thc next rupld 1”
foot ot that rupld were lu flailing
“I understand all that. But Isn't
combat 1
there something else?” the other
He could see a red shirt, Its
persisted.
“Something else that!
wearer evidently having Just leaped
keeps you forever on the move?"
Into a boat beached there. Trying
Young's smile faded.
escape, be was, but another gave
“There Is,” he said simply.
pursuit. A larger figure this, and
“Once, when I was a kid. I was in
as he leaped into the boat he stum
one place too long. It’s while lie’s
bled.
a kid that a man's habits are
Again Kerry had that bright
formed.”
glint of reflected light and saw that
lie broke short and the smile
it was from an outboard motor,
swept back Into hts face.
clamped to the stern. . . . And now
“No use trying to explain. I
the larger figure was up and the
Just want to be gone yonder; that's
red-shirted one seized an oar,
all!"
raised it high and swung It smart
“Some day you’ll light and do a
ly at the other.
lot for yourself. What river's It
On that gesture a word broke
going to he this year?”
from Young's lips. One word:
“Oh, any one of several. I know
lots of ’em." He looked at a large
"Girl 1" No man ever swung a
map of the Great Lakes section
cudgel ln that manner. , . .
which hung on the wall. “There's
The man in the bow ducked,
the Zhlngwahk, and the Mad Wom
threw out a hand, caught the oar
an and the Blueberry.”
as it bashed the gunwale and, with
a wrench, tore it free from the
“They’re all fine streams.” Burkgirl's grasp. He tossed it over
diead rose and walked to the map,
board. Then slowly, menacingly,
putting on his glasses. “We had
he went forward, raising a foot to
an operation on the Blueberry
step over the thwart before him.
years ago. We could have one on
He stopped, then, and threw out
the Mad Woman dow, if we wanted
hls arms for balance against the
•IL A chap up there in trouble:
sharp list of the boat The girl
bit oft more than he can chew, I
had dived 1
jguoss. West Tod West. Know
"Oli-ho!" said .Young sharplf Jo
,tlll' pri'prlly';"
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He Paddled Stoutly to Gain

Even

More Speed.

himself dropping at a break which
was all but a cascade, swore once,
sharply and stoutly as he was
sucked Into a welter of foam. A
slimy nose of granite seemed to
reach through the lather for him
and he threw his weight to the left,
righted the frail craft Just as water
boiled over the rail and. canoe side
ways, turning still further until he
progressed backward, be shot into
the placid pool which marked the
foot of the rapid.
It was over his shoulder, then,
that he saw the two. Tbeir boat
was drifting with the current, tur
gid there for a space. On one side
of the skiff was the girl, supporting
herself In the water by hands on
the gunwale; on tbe other was the
man, batless, hls face dark under
the sun.
They had not seen this approach
of a third. They were so occupied
that all else was excluded from at
tention.
The man braced himself, pulled
bis weight sharply upward, hooked
elbows over the rail and threw up
a foot to flounder inboard.
It was here that the girl, letting
go her hold with one hand as If for
the second time to attempt escape
by swimming, saw Kerry. He had
a flash of a white face, lovely ln
contour and feature, but now
stamped with heavy fear.
For an instant the gaze from hls
blue eyes locked with the girl's
dark ones. Then he smiled. He
smiled and threw back hls head
and let the smile run Into a laugh.
“Good afternoon!" he said. “Is
the water finer
A bantering greeting, this, nnd
the words came through the last of
hls laughter. But banter went out
of his heart and mirth from his
countenance as he looked from the
girl to the man, rising to stand
spreadlegged In the flat bottomed
boat, arms hooked, clothing plas
tered close to Ills great chest and
strong legs. . . .
The man — hair touched with
gray, now; heavier by many
pounds; hls face lined and a bit
full at the chin—the man was Tod
West 1
For a long moment they stared
at one another. West breathed rap
idly. And after that first shock of
recognition, with its surge of bitter
ness, and a certain triumph, he
marked something else: Tod West's
face was stamped with the die of
passion; that particular kind of
passion which hail been repressed
too long; which bad, perhaps, been
soured and twisted and fermented
to fury by repression.
But that reflection of passion
was fading, now; astonishment and
bewildeanient and chagrin were
sweeping up to replnce lt. And
then, in a darkening flood, came
deep anger against this Intruder.
West raised a hand half-way to
bis breast It was his right hpnd.
Kerry should have noted the ges
ture, but he did not. ... He was
too close to the answer of an old,
rankling question, now. . . .
No light of recognition was In
Tod's face. Too many years had
passed. A lad of seven Kerry had
been on that dgy Jp old Jack's

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE^

camp, and West tn hls early twen
ties.
Young rallied himself. More Im
portant things in hls own wny of
Words—futile things at thelr best particularly effective A charming
reckoning values might be close at
hand, hut he had run that rapid to I —can bu'. inadequately describe the number was the Acrobatic Waltz,
M
3
1
1
•
render aid to this girl. That came
added beauty given in the lovely bil •
first and so he spoke, but with dif recital presented by Ellse Allen Corn- lowy costume of shell pink worn by
15
fc
ficulty kept bitterness from hls ! er's dance pupils at the Park Theatre the dancer. Blue Monday brought
tone.
Friday night. It is a case where one out a delightful conception of the
1
10
9
’‘You might," he said pointedly,
i
had
to
be
present
to
appreciate
to
the
1
Irish
Washerwoman.
And
it
was
“help the young lady back Into the
, full extent the vivid beauty of the' surely a Pint o' Tricks that did
1
13
boat.”
11
Still West did not move; nor did picture and the graceful charm of the amazing acrobatic work. Several of
it
he respond. The canoe was within "Stars of Tomorrow,'' the delightful the pupils who are continuing their
17
IS
IM
,!
a length of a paddle from the skiff, title Mrs Comer gave to her pro study under Mrs Corner's supervis
now, and Kerry could hear the
ion displayed marked advancement
io
gram.
ii
14
1
18
light, quick breathing of the girl.
Picture If possible the young danc in their work, and the entire pro
“I said you might,”—voice rising ers. from tiny tots up to High School gram, the work of one and all the
liJL
I
and thickening. — “help the young
age. with tossing curls, sparkling eyes dancers, reflected the Intelligent and '
lady back Into the boat.”
and smiling lips, in bewildering garb j careful instruction given by Mrs. j
Ito
IB
West turned and looked silently
2M
15
toward shore. Young, staring up of fascinating and original designs. Oorner and her assistant, Miss Molloy '
at him, felt an Immeasurable loath in colors drawn from every shade of who herself participated in the pro- j
il
ii
io
ing for the man arise. . . . Put the the rainbow and embellished with j gram with some “fast stepping,
blame for old Jack's ruin on him. glittering spangles, shining silver and J Miss Adelaide E. Cross who has
JS
1 'JM
had he? And. perhaps, profited by tinsel, golden motifs, costumes that I been studio pianist through the fall
the tragedy himself?
billowed and fluffed, costumes that and winter term, did splendid sup- !
ib
He lifted one foot, flicked It
37
5b
across the gunwales nnd with a ' rustled and sang , costumes that dis- porting work at the piano, assisted by
heave of hls agile arms was stand-, played soft curves and dimpled knees. A. R. Marsh, violin, and Levi T. Flint,
1
MO
39
lng face to face with the older costumes diaphanous and gauzy, drums. An audience composed of
man.
Picture, too, the intriguing and admiring parents and other relatives,
Ml
“I take It the young Indy doesn't charming figures the dancers went , and friends, taxed the capacity of
relish having you here at all. Why through, the graceful waltz, the snap- the theatre and ln their hearty apdon't you get out?”
py lapping, the floating toe, the plause paid tribute to the very exVERTICAL (Co^it.)
The heavy Jaw trembled ever so
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
11-Food container
34- Decorate
1-Heathen
slightly and a red flood swept Into amazing turns of the acrobat, it was cellent program.
Mrs Comer conveyed her sincere
J list one vivid and stirring picture
13- Snare
5- 0ne of a barbarous 35- Asaitte
the cool and calculating gray eyes.
14- Concave domestic
36- Epochs
Aalatie tribe
“I happened to see from back one after the other, whether solo or thanks to the mothers for the help
38-Olmlnutive suffix
vessels
6- A month (abbr.)
ful cooperation, also to the pupils
yonder. I happened to see your lit ensemble.
15- Small candle
34-Curlous scraps of
8- Stgment
Each number merits individual for thelr earnest endeavor, and to all
tle game of ... of tag. I'd say
16- Reclinea
literature
9- Abound
17- Acta
your welcome aboard here was at
40- Wlld (Scot.)
11- Attention
mention, but only a few points can who so generously assisted in pro
20-The human race
41- A horee
12-College official
any time highly questionable. I'd
be touched upon. Of course the ducing the revue. Her studio, located
24-Consume
14-Moat barren
say that the least you could do
tiny tots are ln a class by themselves. at 22 Brewster street, opens on Peb
25- Fatigue
VERTICAL
16-Ceased from labor
would be to get out now. Yon
26- Nativea of Rome
Thelr unaffected charm, their un- 8th for the spring term enrollment.
1»-Unit
forced her to dive once, and an
27- Affirmed
1- Cleareet
19-Domcaticated
other swim ■houldn't do yon conscious endeavor, and the sweet-' Pupils enrolling at this time will be
28- Native of Median
2-An insect
21- Sainte (abbr.)
*•
permitted
to
take
part
in
the
May
,
ness
tliat
goes
with
the
baby
age,
any .
kingdom
3- Near the stern
22- A dance
make an appeal nothing else can. revue foi which already extensive
29- Farm animal
“Let go, you !”
4- Wanted
23- Permlt
31-Silver coin of Italy
5- A rodent
26-Leasea
Young's quick grip on West's This baby charm was particularly ap- plans ale in the air, to Include a
i 33-Form
26-Angry
»<
7- An insect (pi.)
arm, brought words heavy with 1 pealing in the Eskimo costumes ballet and many novelty features.
37-Perched
8- Remove the akin
30-Marlner
rage.
Mrs Comer while in New York at ' 32-Tenaion
which featured one dance group. The
J8-Before
10-8mall rugs
“I won’t let go until you . ,
number "Ya! Ya!" brought out two Christmas ume took 32 hours' study
The man was no weakling. Kerry
(Solution to previous puzzle)
small sisters who did sprightly work of new material in the best known
felt the tremendous strength In
schools
of
New
York,
and
also
parti

and
displayed
distinct
talent
for
those arm muscles, felt the vast
SOUTH HOPE
power In the stalwart legs and stage work. The three dancers for cipated in the Teachers' Normal
"Rhythm of the Rain" did some Course given by the New York Danebroad back as West swept an arm
Marcellus Taylor was given a birth
out to clip him Into close embrace. smart tapping, their costumes of ing Teachers' Business Association. day party last Tuesdav night h*s
But be had the advantage of bet blue cellophane cloth carrying out studying with such notable teachers guests being Mr. and Mrs. Lyman |
ter composure, of better stance and. the idea of being rain-drenched. The as Sonia Serova for baby work. Vlesta j
Jones. Mr and Mrs Woodbury Ler- |
perhaps, of an older, riper hatred.
Master of Ceremonies for the Movie Maslova for toe dancing. Jack Mann mond. Albert Hastings. David Meser- ,
He drove a knee against West's
thigh, he half turned, grinding a Album again displayed the comedian ing for tap. Karl Peters for acro vey. Henry Hastings Edna Carver,
hip smartly into West's groin. He gift evident in last year's recital from batic, Robert Heffter and Thomas William Oarver and Mrs. Taylor.
Parson of ballroom Mrs Corner is
shoved with both hands and. giv this young dancer.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw are
ing a strangled roar of anger, the
The novelty waltz clog brought out. assisted In studio work by Miss Mol- receiving congratulations on the Birth I
some
clever
work
with
jump
rope.
'
loy
and
Alfred
Chapman,
also
by
man went backward into the river.
Jan 29. of a daughter Mrs. Lizzie j
A lovely girl was waiting in the and with the St rob-11te lighting was j Mrs. Louise Drewett.
Edgecomb of Liberty ls earing ftr ;
chill waters of the Mad Woman and
mother and child.
quickly Kerry stooped, taking her
THE PROGRAM
hands In hts.
Miss Ruby Merrifield is passing the j
Sailboat ot Dreams
She came up, with a light kick
winter with her grandmother. Mrs j
Toadfitb Ugliest Creature
of her small feet, the bunt of a I Solo —.... .................... ............................. ....... ................................ Jackie Passon Albert Heath.
Irregularly aplotched, dark brown
trim, breechclad knee against the Babies ................ .. Emma Flick Arlene Cross. Betty Jane Bickford, Mona
ish gray in color, the toadAah Is the
Mrs Sabra Morang and daughter 1 fisherman's curse. It Is probably
boat, and stood close to him, drain
Joyce. Joan Maxey. Dale Messer. Jill Cogan. Darlene Watts, Bar.
bara Giover. Melisande Jones. Wayne Drinkwater. Donald Oardner Ethel of North Union, were weekend 1 the ugliest creature Nature ever
ing water. For the space of a
French
slow breath he clung to her bands
guests of Mrs. Fred Merrifield
created. It ranges between IS and
and his eyes, smiling now becanse Dream Fairv
........................................................................... Oloria Studley
Mrs Ella Bowley pno Mrs. Chloe 30 inches In length, has a flat head
of the things which churned in him,
Mills attended the Farm Bureau and t«'dv, ano a tall flattened ver
things that, should he let them,
tically. Along lhe body shies from
Step
In
Style
meeting Friday at East Union
Lillian
Durrell
might stir too much rage and a
broad Jaws to tall runs a pair of
Melody Tap ________________________________ ___
Beverly
Cogan
Mrs
Chloe
Mills
is
suffering
a
lame
modicum of pain, plunged their
convoluted folds of skin Thelr four
Swanhilda
back as result of a fall Saturday abort legs end In thick feel. Their
look deep Into hers.
Soloist —..................................... _............................. .......... Mary Ann Parsons merning at her home
heads are covered with warty in“There!" lie said and laughed, Group
Dorothy Havener. Pauline Havener. Barbara Kennedy. Mar
because there was nothing else to
Mrs. Carrie Tolman is a patient ai bercules. They are extremely vo
garet Johnson. Margaret Huntley. Lillian Johnson. Ruth McMahon.
do, with confusion and embarrass
Knox Hospital, where Friday morn racious in their food habits, and
Priscilla Brazier. Florence Knight. Oloria Haskell. Joan Smith.
ment flooding such a lovely face as
ing she Underwent an appendix op snuggled In the rnixl nt ihe hoi tom
of a stream will snatch at any halt
Jumping the Hurdles ...................................................................... Sonia Oorner
that.
eration.
She Is resting in compara ed hook that conies thelr way.
She drew her hands down the Miss Personality ................................................... . ................... Norma Ramsdeil
tive comfort. Mrs Vernon Tolman ■ Thelr hlte Is tike a bulldogs.
sleeves of the red shirt, stripping Eskimo Babies ............. Emma Flick. Arlene Cross. Betty Jane Bickford.
Mona Joyce. Joan Maxey. Dale Messer. Jill Cogan. Darlene Watts, of West Rockport is caring for her ’
water from the fine flannel. Her
Barbara Orover. Melisande Jones, Wayne Drinkwater. Donald Gard household duties during her absence. .
eyes went past film to the swim
ner French. Jackie Passon.
ming West, making suddenly and | Dainty Taps —................................. ....... ................_......... .... . Priscilla Clarke
Raymond Woster is driving team ,
stoutly for shore, and in them .Vivacity <toe> ................................................................ _................... Mary Egan for Mr Campbell on the Crie farm
showed an anger, surprising In in Golden Moments ............................................................................
Fred Merrifield, Walter Tolman and ,
Elaine Hall
tensity for a face so gently Valse Impromptu .......................................................................... Carolyn Denny Woodbury Ijermond are engaged in !
moulded.
Steppers . ..................... Lucy Thompson, Jennie Thompson. Carolyn Webster. chopping wood for Leeman Oxton of
The man gained the shallows,
Ruth Robinson. Leona Flanders. Barbara Newbert West Rcckport
Wilbert Cdwael - And Toll J.«| Oil el led ia
waded, dripping, to a beached canoe
tbe Msrsisg Raria' ts Gs
Dancing
Feet
..........................
—
------------------------------------Gloria
Studley
Mrs
Ella
Bowley
attended
Knox
,
and dragged it afloat with a savage
The liver should poor out two pound* of
liquid
bile
into
your bowels daily. If this bile
Acrobatic
Rhythm
..................................................................
Margaret
Johnson
Pomona last Saturday at East Union
Jerk. He stepped tn, drove the pad
Is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digeH.
dle against bottom stoutly enough Tap-I-Oca ......................................................................................... Ruth starrett and passed the night as guest of Mr.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
stomach. You ret constipated. Your
to spin the craft about and turned Ya! Ya' ............................................ -.... -....................... Pauline Havener <Bov) and Mrs Hartley Watts In that town 1 your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
Dorothy Havener (Girl)
on the girl such a look as Young
sank and the world looks punk.
Tap Tap Tap .—...................................... ............ .. ................. Virginia Witham
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
had never seen on a man's face. •
Hand crocheters on infants' bootee bowel movement doesn't ret at the cause It
Barbara Murray. Mary' Egan. Harriett Wooster
“All right,” he said chokingly and Rhythm of the Rain
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
nodded Just once, sharply. “All Studio Pianists ......................................... ..................................... Adelaide Cross sets. etc. Oood prices Write St rat- freely
and make yQu feel "up and up". Harm
more Knitting Mills. 23 East 26 street. less, gentle,
right. Nan! For this . . . you'll
yet amazing in making bile flow
Louie Drewett
freely.
Ask for Carter's Little Liver Fills by
13-14
be a pauper!”
Assistant Teacher ........................................................................ Florence Molloy New York City—adv.
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else 8&e.
With no more, with only a quirk, Assistant ............................................................................ . ......... Alfred Chapman
venomous glance st Kerry, he
Movie Album
turned down • stream, paddling
FLORIDA
Master of Ceremonies ............................................................. Margaret Parsons
briskly.
The girl's look forbade speech Pa8e .......................................................................................... Mary Ann Parsons
Just then. He was at a loss until Marilyn Miller (toe) .................................................................. Norma Ramsdeil
his gaze, going past her, saw Buddy Rogers .......................................................................... . ......... Ronald Lord
hls own canoe, grounded down Janet Gaynor ............................................. .................................... Barbara Fuller
Convenient to all pointe of Interest—Modern In every way.
stream and on the other side. Tip, Joan Crawford ................................................................. ............... Lillian Durrell
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-Boor porrliea.
amidships, was sitting up, ears at Tapping Tot ............................................................... .......... .......... Nadine Fuller
which surround the hoteL Many rooms with private balconies.
alert, watching hls master, and Pajama Tap ........................................................................................ Betty Clough
when the girl sat down on the
Novelty Waltz Clog
Jnn» i«
thwart with a suddenness which Soloist ................................................................................................. Lorraine Hall
Octobev
Booklet
was almost collapse, Young raised Oroup........................... Lucy Thompson. Jennie Thompson. Leona Flanders.
hls hand.
on
Ruth Robinson, Virginia Wltham. Carolyn Webster
Hotel
"Hl, Tip!” The dog sprang to Fastapette .................................................................................... Barbara Murray
Application
Mauri) nn
hls feet, rocking tbe canoe. His Janette (toe) —................................................................................... Mary Egan
Stamford
tail threshed rapidly.
“Fetch 1 Hear Those Taps .............................................. ..... _................... Milton Gamage
Del. Co.
Corner Second Street
Fetch the canoe!”
H. H. Maae
Belle Hoppes
N. T.
Song ............................................................................. „................ Pauline Havener
Manager
and First A venae
Oroup
......................
Florence
Knight,
Margaret
Johnson.
Dorothy
Havener.
I TO BE CONTINUED)
Moderate Rates
Barbara Kennedy. Margaret Huntley, Lillian Johnson. Ruth Mc
Mahon, Priscilla Brazier.
Dining Room Service Civiurpassed
Speed and Snap........................................................................... Alfred Chapman
EAST UNION
Acrobatic Waltz ........................................................................ Harriett Wooster
Joyzelle (toei ................................................................................. Carolyn Denny
Miss Dorothy Morton was at home Blue Monday.................................................................... Norma Ramsdeil (boy)
,
Sonia Corner (girl'
over the weekend.
Tap Tapping .................................................................................. Constance Ross
W George Payson and family at Frlnette (toe) ........................................................................................ Elaine Hall
tended the funeral Friday of B H. Full of Pep .................................................................................... Ruth Robinson
Rhythm and Harmony ... Barbara Murray, Alfred Chapman, Milton Gamage
Lincoln in Washington
Pint o' Tricks............................................................................... Barbara Newbert
Mrs. Alice Davis entertained at a Watch her up ............................................... -................................ Lorraine Hall
decent dinner party, among thc Professional Taps ....................................................................... Florence Molloy
guests being Maud Payson, Lottie Finale—Everybody Tapping .......................................................... Entire School
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Wellman and daughter Helen.
RATES)
J.ngle ’ZO-JW JU
Severe colds are prevalent here.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
The February meeting of Knox Po
SOORdi WITH IATS
mona Grange was well represented
500 Rooms
SpeedI wfgkly MtM
Saturday with Pioneer Grange at this
place, 85 members attending. A. M.
RADIO
Vicks, gatekeeper of the Maine State
SERVIDOR
Is
any
time
you
wish
to
trade
what
you
have
for
some

Grange, was guest speaker. An ex
TUB ’’.SHOWER
cellent program was presented by the
thing you want. The way to do it is by advertising
lecturer and included patriotic songs
in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
which were well received. Obadiah
Gardner was a welcome visitor
« NORTH STATION

SUCCESSFUL DANCE RECITAL

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

r

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

THE TIME TO "SWAP"

Costs little.

Results, quick and satisfying.

Phone

*A ITER-Axty... TRAIN- r«y*«c ROOM

Hand crocheters on infants' bootee
sets, etc. Good prices. Write Stratmore Knitting Mills, 23 East 26 street,
New York City.—adv.
13-14

770.

rr
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Every-OtKer-Day
SOUTH THOMASTON

A CHOCOLATE 1 ES I'

rage Five

Studio SncipiKafo

Knox Lodge of Masons held its anTo Be Tried By the Pupils
1 nual installation of officers privately
Of the Schools ln Union
Monday, night. D. D. G. M LeRoy
•T'HIS gauky little fellow with the
Chatto assisted by Ralph Clark as ]
and Warren
* big bright eyes Is a newly born
marshal
from
Rockland
Installed
frigaie bird, lie belongs lo a family
Through the courtesy of Miss Flor- J
these officers: M. M. Scott A. Raekof sea birds living along ibe tropl
I
ence
Hale, of New York present edi-1
liffe; S. W Francis Merchant; J. W
cal and sub tropical coasts of lhe
[ tor of the "Grade Teacher;" who for- |
William
Maklr.en;
trea
i
urer.
8.
O
New World, feeding on ttsh and othei
merly was rural supervisor of the j
Hurd; secretary. Harvey D. Crowley;
sea food The frigates are famous
State
Department of Education of
for their graceful flights and the
chaplain. Merrill Bartlett: marshal.
Maine, comes to children of Warren
high altitudes they reach. They are
W. P Sleeper; 8. D , Charles S Watts;
and Union the opportunity to parttcl- J
particularly clever at stunt flying
J. D. A F. Sleeper; S. steward. C. L
pate in a new test sponsored by the
They seldom dive for their preySleeper; tyler. James Williams. Re
simply swoop down and snatch the
makers of the malted chocolate drink,
freshments followed the exercises
fish as they come to the surface
cocomalt.
This test is to ascertain
, At a recent meeting of We sawesnr steal them from the mouths ol
the value of milk plus the cocomalt, j
] keag Grange, seven young men were
other birds. For this reason they
in comparison to milk alone, and Ls
I initiated in the third and fourth de
often are called Man o'War Hawks
for purely advertising purposes but ’
grees. A harvest featt was served a!
Along the coast of Peru great Docks
the underweight children in the
the
close
of
the
cetemonies.
of them sail across the sky like black
I
elementary schools of both towns,
i Miss Marv Sleeper, a student at I
clouds—and their mealtime antics
j singled out by the district nurse Mrs
ONS
was
guest
last
weekend
of
Miss
are one of the amusing sights which
Katherine Alexander, will free of
Lucia Guptill in Fryeburg and!
entertain passengers taking the
charge receive thc benefit of such an
weekly cruises to Peru and Chile.
attended the 'Sr.ow Carnival held!
experiment.
When full grown the frigate birds
jointly by the towns cf Conway. Frye-1
are very large—sometimes achler
The number of children to partlci- 1
burg. Bridgton, etc.
,
.I
ing a length of three reel and a wing
pate in Warren numbers 36; in Union
An all day session of the Farm Bu- j
spread of ten feet. Their feet are
20. The test will be begun Monday j
reau was held Friday tn the Grange I
small, thelr legs short, but then
March 16. opening day of the spring I
Hall with 28 women In attendance.
beaks are very long—about flve
1 term and will be continued eight ]
Vegetable soup, cabbage and cream
Inches-with a very marked book
One of the famous Saint Bernard dogs on a mountain look-out point at the
, consecutive weeks or 49 school days.
celebrated monastery in the Alps of Switzerland.
During breeding time they collect lu
cheese salad, bread, coffee, and
colonies on ocean isles or sea cliffs
Eighteen of thc Warren children and
whipped cream filled layer cake were !
BROADCAST
direct
from
the
continue afoot, a rescue party ts
A 1,1
building simple crude nests and lay
ten of the Union children will re
served at noon under the direction of
fan
imoua Hospice of Saint Ber directed to the traveler by the dog.
Ing a single white egg. The male
ceive dally during the period two
Mrs. J T Baum and Mrs. Samuel] nard lu (he Alps of Switzerland will
MAN O'WAR
Tbe broadcast will include a de
has a pouch on hls throat which at
glasses of clear milk while each of
lie a special feature of the Magic scription of tbe hospice and tbe sur
Aylward.
times turns to a deep scarlet and mired by the fair sex and proudly
roundin'? mountainous terrain. One
Key
program
to
be
heard
over
an
the remaining number will drink two
A
thriving
Town
end
Club
having
becomes greatly Inflated This vivid flaunted by the sartorially perfect
NBC network on Sunday afternoon, of the monks will explain the work
glasses daily of milk to which three
63 members, with I. J. Putnam as
balloon neckpiece Is greatly ad man o'war.
of his brothers In maintaining thts
FeBruary 2nd. at 2 P. M„ EST.
teaspoonfuls of eoeomalt has been
president, has been holding sessions
' The monastery ia world famous service to humanity, and. In a tour
added.
here
for
some
time.
Meetings
are
far the fart that the monks main of the kennels, some of the Saint
NORTH HAVEN
APPLETON MILLS
held fortnightly at the home ot WilWeights will be checked of the
tain a large kennel of Saint Bernard Bernards will send thelr canine
dogs which patrol the hlizzard-swept greetings to American listeners. To
The High School held a dance Fri
Wendell Howard was a Rcckland liam Clements
individual child twice a week dur
passes in search of lost or Injured make this broadcast possible, en
A 'emi-publlc installation of officers
ing the period nnd in conclusion of
day at Riverside hall, and another Is visiter Wednesday
travelers. When a traveler is lo gineers have hauled special equip
was
held
Friday
by
Forget-me-Not
the period to determine the fact that
planned fcr r/?*t Friday Despite
Philip Oregory visited his sister
cated, he is revived by the brandy ment on sleds up the steep sides of
milk to which cocomalt has been ad
the extreme cold weather, there was Evelyn, lasl Tuesday and Wednesday Chapter OF S. Mrs Maynard Deane
which the dog carries in a small keg Mt. Blanc through drifts 30 feet
of Portland and a friend from that i attached to Its collar. If unable to deep.
ded is more nutricious and a better
a very good attendance, as the roads at their grandfather's home.
city assLsting as marshal. Installed th» j
weight builder than milk alone, this
are in excellent condition. All of thc
Mrs. Lottie Over Ls at Knox Hos
officers. Pleasing musical numbers
to be used In advertising by the
main, and many of the side reads are pital for treatment.
cal Center, N. Y. with a broken hip
UN1ON
and readings were interspersed With
company. Charts will be used in
kept plowed thts winter.
A W Beverage recently butchend the exercites. Refreshments were tu-lalned by a fall on thc icy pave
each school room for the keeping of
The High School seniors elected a 400-pound hog
Orient Chapter. O ES . will hold a
ment.
served
at
the
clo
e
of
the
formalities
this data from week to week Both
these officers at a recent meeting:
Earle Perez is at the Bluehill Hos- private installation Friday night at
E SINGS TO BEAUTIES in the Beauty Box Theatre.
It'a an
Mrs Jetson Dyer and daughter
Stanton Sleeper of the CCC Camo
the milk and Cocomalt Is to be furPresident. Raymond Oriffin: secre
....
.
s.ro pital. M;ss Martha Haskell is staying the Masonic Temple
enviable job James Melton has these Saturday nights on the radio.
Mary, are in Rockland.
at
Hay
Lake
spent
the
weekend
here
.
.
.
,
.
ntshed
by
the
Company
making
the
tary. Loren Robbins; treasurer. Wil
As leading man of a weekly operetta series, he actually gets paid for
with Mrs. Ferez during his absence.
-Everett
------- —
----- —
Storer
recently sustained test, and in addition a set of bath
Mr and Mrs Charles Bray have re- with his parents Mr. and Mrs. A F
making love to a charming new prima donna each week.
Clockwise
lard Pease
Injuries
to
his
fcot
while
engaged
in
around the young tenor in the illustration above are Gladys Swarthout,
turned frem a visit with, their son Sleeper.
room scales is to be sent by the com
A NEW PASTORATE
The Rebekah Sewing Circle met
hauling ice.
screen, radio and Metropolitan Opera star, blonde Helen Jepson. also
A recent letter from Miss Vinnie
pany to each town for use during
_
J
. ..
.
.v Stephen in Massachusetts
oi the Metropolitan Opera; the Countess Olga Albani, lovely Latin so
Thursday with Mr; Amy Etancy with
_ ... _
Mrs
W.
A
Haskell
has
returned
Emllie Oregory was in Rcckland Oraves who is passing th? winter with
the time Several pictures of the J
Rev. Cecil Witham of Rockland
prano. and Jane Frornan, of stage, screen and air, all of whom have been
good attendance
The members
has accepted the pastorate of the home from Kncx Hospital where .ihe. children both before and after the I
starred opposite him in the Beauty Box Theatre operettas, which are
Ms R P Hcd d:n in Reed s Ferry
la t Wednesday on a visit.
busily engaged in patchwork and
heard over the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Donald Witherepcon is home from N. H states that Mrs Hcdsdons geCond Congregational Church jn received treatment far an injured arm test are to be taken. Parents of,
fancy work.
and shculd?r.
is* improving satisfactorily Newcastle.
health
children connected with the test wil!
Orono for a few days.
Adelbert Ripley as result of a fall on
Many residents are availing them- be requested to sign release forms ststance of Frank D Rowe, auperlnMtss Ann Dyer Is guest of Mrs. after recent hospital treatment.
He was born at South Thomaston
EAST WASHINGTON
the ice Sunday, sustained head in Chester Dyer.
k in 1910 but had lived at Rockland j selves cf the opportunity to take books permitting the use of any pictures 1 tendent of Schools, has been contactjuries which necessitated a visit toi Mrs Regina Crow’ell, Kenneth
since he was three years old. He from the Vose Library,
taken by the company, for advertLs- ing the parents, children and teach
Edi.h Cvsrlcck who vi.ited at A E.
DEER ISLE
Dr Tuttle.
Oilllj, Mr and Mrs Carl Bunker. Mr
graduated with honors from RockWc;!d War veterans are notified by ing purposes. The makers of coco- ers before the beginning of the test, Jchns'on's recently Is now in Augusta
The next Farm Bureau meeting will' and Mrs Mervin Snow. Mr. and Mrs
The Sunset Churc'4 Aid Society will I land High School in 1930. then at- Commander L AE Miller and Adju- malt tried a similar test two years Warren and Union are the only where she will spend a few weeks at
be Feb. 7 at the Orange hall. This' Neal nurgC&s Mr. and Mrs Venna hC;<i <gs meetings Wednesday after- tended Bucksport Seminary two tan! G H Cameron that applications ago in Florence Alabama with the towns in the United States to have
the home of friends
will be a Joint meeting with the men. curtls. Harry Crockett. Mr. and Mrs.
n-cns during Fibiuary.
years and later Gordon College in far transfer cf adjusted service cer- school children, but with this differ- ■ this opportunity and the benefit
Mr and Mrs. Alba Madd;x cf BurOfficers elected fcr this year are : j.arj Marden and Mr and Mrs. Ira Earle Brown of Eagle I land Ls Boston where he graduated in 1935. tifica'es to baby bond.; may be filed ence. the nutriment value of Coco- i comes to this section through thc
Chaiiman. Inez Orringtcn: secretary 1 uurlj5 were gue-ts at a party giver, visiting Mr and Mrs. Oecrge M
He has preached in the Ingraham a' the Legion hall in Robbins block malt anc| milk as a drink for weight ] kindness of Miss Hale who had be- kettvUle. with son Bradley, were visit
Alice Hall; clothing leader. Caste gaturday by Charlie Crouch.
Lodge at Sunset. for a few days.
Hill and Spruce Head Churches. Wednesday from 7 p. m. to 10 p rr.. building was tested but not ln direct 1 come cognizant of the opportunity ors 8un<lay -n this place.
Paul: foods leader. Hattie Williams: 1 Milton Beverage ls on a trip n ith
Colds are prevalent ln this vicinity
Oeorge Sylve-ter recently went to i While at Oordon College he was and Sunday from 9 30 a. m. to 8 p m comparison to clear milk. W E Hult-1 through her business connections in
ewing to changeable weather.
home management leader. Hazle Murray Stone of Camden.
Spruce Head Island.
' director of college missions.
Members will be present to assist m mark, from tlie research department ] New York.
Ferry; committee for annual meeting
. . • •
-----------------Neva Sylvester. Norma Sylvester. 1 He was captain of the champion filling out the applications. It is of an advertising company at 405
Mrs Lottie Prescott is convalescLizzie Newbert; librarian. Hazle <
f)ub Xole«
Shirley Eaton, and Percy Brown have Bucksport wrestling team and was necessary to take discharge adjusted Lexington avenue. N ew York which
Hand crocheters on infants' bcctee ln« fpcm * sever« TOld
Perry
An attractive program is | The gea urchins, formerly the Pin' meas!es
on hls college basketball team four compensation certificate cr pink loan handles the Cocomalt advertising 1 sets. etc. Oood prices. Write StratRex Pr;'Co.t cf Liberty was a caller
planned for 1936
Tree Club, met Friday night at the
Miss Etta O'Shaughnessev is con- years, being captain of the team two slip if money has been borrowed on account, arrived in Warren Wednes- more Knitting Mills. 23 East 26 street, Thursday at the home of W M
day morning and since, with the as- j New York City —adv.
13-14 1 Prescott.
Recently installed Grange leader?, pome of Mrs. Chester Dver Host- fined to Presbyterian Hospital. Medi- years. *
the certificate.
hold these offices: Master, Zuinglius erSfy were Mrs Dyer and Anne Dyer.
Gurney; overseer. Loren Robbins; the former addressing the group inlecturer. Cassie Paul; steward. Wil- 1 formally, after which members
liam Brown; assistant steward. Hay- worked cn sewing kits. None were
den Fuller: chaplain. Orace Brown; completed but each promised beauty
treasurer. Bert Mitchell: secretary, j in ,he finished product. Games also
Edith Oumey; outside guard Harvev provided a share in the evening's ocGumey; Ceres. Inez Arrington: Po- CUpation. Assembling in the dining
mona. Avia Gurney; Flora. Helen 1 rcam. the girls were served hot chocoPaul; lady assistant steward Edith late, sandwiches, cookies, and petite
Fuller; member cf executive commit- calces with a favor in each, explained
tee. Roland Oushee
later by Mrs. Dyer At this point, the
The chaplain installed recently in ■ assembly was converted into a surOclden Rod Rebekah Lodge, was Mrs prise farewell party fcr Mis; Blanche
Evelyn Pitman
Crockett who left yeterdav to take
____________ •
up nursing in Massachusetts. Miss
People in every walk of life get "keyed up.” The
•rrM a MT'C U AD nnp
Crockett received a gift from the club
effects on digestion arc known to all! In this con
TENANT 5 HARBOK
a unjt and
additional re-

H

Thefastpace ofModern Living putsan

extra strain onDigestion

membrances. Those present to enjoy
Mrs. Dyer's gracious ho pitality were.
Leader, Mrs. Franz Mills. Assistant '
Leader Mrs Carl D Bunker, guests
Mrj. Jeanne Crow.
MLs Creckett; I

The Abnakis 4-H Club met Thurs- j
day night at the home of the leader I
The assistant leader. Mrs. Hupper I
gave a demonstration on rahed bread '
and rolls. A light luncheon war
served after the meeting MUs Esther members, Ida Wooster. Grace Bever
Monaghan was special guest.
age
Mildred Brinkworth. Hazle]
The Farm Bureau met with Mr^
Hope Anies.
F James Taylor Wednesday for an ail
and Anne Dyer
day session. A ‘Square (Meal for
The next meeting will be ThursHealth” was served at neon, Mrs day night at the home of Assistant
Phyllis Sutherland hostess. Misses Leader,Mrs Carl D Bunker at 7 p m
Christina and Katherine Crockery Visitors are especially welcome—
a-sistants. Subject matter at the aft Hazle G Marden, reporter
ernoon session was "Raising and Pre
serving F;ods at Home " The next
V1NALHAVEN
meeting will be Peb 12 at Mrs Oert
rude Hupper's. "Fascinating Seed
Rev. N F. Atwood was in North
Catalcgucs." the topic for study.
Haven Tuesday to officiate at the
Capt. S. T. Lowe who has been con funeral of Edward L. Dyer in the
fined to the house with rheumatism Pulpit Harbor Church.
the past month, is able to be out a
Union Church Circle will hold a
short while each day.
Supper in the vestry Thursday at 5.30.
C. F. Orimes went Saturday to
Wellesley,
Mass.
EAGLE
Ladies of the OAR will meet Fri
day night with supper to precede the]
Mr. and Mrs dhester Pcoley have
session.
returned to Camden after being guests
De Valois Commandery. K T.
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Clif
meets
Friday.
ford Quinn.
Miss Mai garet Lowe Ls having a
Oleri Bracey tperfl the weekend
with relatives in Warren and Cam week's vacation from her duties at
Ser.ter Crane's store.
den.
The fire alarm Sunday morning 1
Capt. Erland Quinn nas received
was
for Are in the basement of the
several orders to build rowboats.
Mrs. Earl Brown has returned home Town hall, thought to be.caused from
after a short visit with her mother the furnace which was used to heat 1
the hall for dancing the previous 1
at Sunset.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Quinn who night. The blaze was quickly ex-]
jecently passed a few days in Camden tinguished.
with friends, have returned home
Erland Quinn was weekend guest,
of relatives in Camden.

Hand crocheters on infants' bootee
sets, etc. Oood prices. Write Strat
more Knitting Mills. 23 East 26 street,
New York City —adv.
13-14-

Natural digestive action
notably increased by
smoking Camels

nection, it is an interesting fact that smoking a
Camel during or between meals tends to stimulate
and promote digestion. Enjoy Camel's mildness...

the feeling of

Camels match

Smoke Camels for digestion's sake!

GEORGE LOTT,

former

U.S. Tennis Champion, says:

"Camels have a beneficial ef

fect on digestion. They help

me to enjoy what I eat and
get more good out

of it”

■OSTLIER
TOBACCOS!
Camals art made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS-Turkish
and Domestic — than an>
Other popular brand.

DIMPLY, ROUGH SKIM
■
Ww« (0 ixttrnal Irritation
■«
Cleanse clogged pores—aid healing
of the sore spots the easy-Rcsinol way.
Sample of Ointment and Soap free. Writs

uttl-bting fostered by

less blend of costlier tobaccos.

sntd

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Couriejr-Ga^ette, Tuesday, February 4, 1936
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. . . rending and shopping the ad
But

it

been

selfish

vertised values in The Courler-Ga-

have

would
to

ictte.

ask

The savings I made buying

John (or the money.

this way. getting high quality at

So instead of skimp-

lower prices, soon bought that new
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my

house

drcjs . . •

hold budget, I creat
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Wednesday night by Oeorge Gray of
Warren. Luncheon was served and
OH'cers of Arcana Lodge K. P. and £evon ana Tabbutt. furnished music.
Pythian Sisters were installed jointly A dance followed the ceremonies.
The Baptist Choral Society will
meet in the vestry tonight for re
hearsal.
Miss Ruth Pillsbury has a position
THOMASTON
as teacher in the government kind
ergarten school at Sebago Lake.
George O’Brien
In
William T. Smith, Jr., who has
been at home from college, returned
“Whispering Smith
Saturday to Tufts.
Speaks”
NEWS
COMEDY j Rockport basketball teams play
BANK NIGHT, $15.00 . Thomaston here tonight,
i Services for Bert Cote, who com| mitted suicide Friday by Jumping
15-lt
into the quarry in the prison yard.

THOMASTON

WATTS HALL

Tuesday, February 4

were held Sunday morning at the A.
D Davis & Son chapel. Rev. Fr.
Young cf Rockland officiating. The
remains were placed In the town
vault until spring.
Malcolm Creighton who spent a
few days here with his grandparents,
has returned to Bowdoln College.
Edwin Anderson is attending the
Spoilsmen's Show in Boston.
Robert Shields and family have
moved from the J. Herbert Everett
house on Ludwig street to the Peaslee house on Knox street.
All veterans are urged to attend the
meeting of the Williruns-Brazier Post
at the Pest rooms on Star street Wed
nesday at 7 30 p. m. Making out and

my

“new

dress"

|n Everybody3, Column

filing applications for the payment of
standard weights
the bonus is in order and those who
(
_
_
, ,
—
.
, _
Advertisements In this column not to
come first are served first. Do not
a
By
Bushel
As
Provided
By
exceed three linen Inserted ottoe for 25
*
J
rent-, three times for 50 cents. Addlcents,
Addl
fail to take either pink slip or certi
tlonal lines five cents etch for one time
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
Maine Statutes
ficate, along with discharge papers.
10 cents for three times. Six words fitted, ,9; Junks. ,9; soft wood and
make a line.
slabs. ,7: kindlings. T J CARROLL.
"One generation passes away, and
It Is essential that veterans have these
Thomaston, Tel 263-21 Rockland 14-tf
Standard weight per bushel as pro
papers with them when making out another generation cometh.” The vided
LIVE bait for sale BRIO YOUNO 16
by Section 3, of the Revised
Preacher. Since I began writing Statutes as amended by Public Laws
8outh Main St . T>1 1132-W
15*17
applications.
DRY and green hard wood for sale;
under the above title for The Cour- of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
a a a a
all kinds, under cover I6to»l cord Tel.
ier-Oazette, that is Just what has it out and keep for reference.
) 257-3. LOFMAN BROS . Rockville 15*20
Pa t Chancellors’ Night
happened.
Dad's generation has
ONE small cabinet coal or wood stove
1 Bushel—Pounds
for sale
Comparatively new. price
Arcana Lodge. K P observed Past very nigh passed away, and my own
WHITE PEAPOD. 15 ft with chafing | right. A H 0088. Union,_____________
Maine L> .4
Apples ........... ............................... 5fi gear, lost from Monhegan during last'
Chancellors' Night Friday with 30 is rapidly passing; and I am now Apples, dried
FOX
hounds,
rabbit hounds, and
25 storm FLOYD E. SINGER. Mananaa Fog
13-15 pointers, sold on their performance in
48 Signal Station. Monhegan. Me________
members present. A chicken pie sup writing for an entirely new genera Barley
the field Come and see them work.
ONE chllds bunny slipper lost on EUGENE F. CLARK. Damariscotta, Me
60
tion. People wQio were not bom j Beans ............
Rankin street Saturday Please call MRS
per was prepared and served by Un
14-19
56
Beans, Lima
CARL FREEMAN. 289-J
15-lt
when I began writing are now young
28
GREEN cord wood. 96 cord; dry cord
Beans, shell
Mary Henry, Mrs Harriet Tillson
*
NOTICE
is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
men and women, and young men and Beans, Soy
wood. 67:50: dry fitted wood and Junks
of deposit book numbered 4446 and the 68 50 cord del. .Two German police pups
(Mrs. Ora Woodcock. Mrs. Herbert women of that day are middle-aged. Beans, scarlet or white runner.
‘ owner of said book asks for duplicate In male Tel 12-23. Washington. ROBERT
____
50 accordance with the Provision of the L ESANCY. Liberty. Me
1 Everett. Mrs. Percy Studley, Mis and the middle-aged have reached
14*16
P°le
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO. Rock
Beans, string .................... T.................... 21 land By ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
HOUSE for sale, the late Fred Morse
Thomas Horsely. whose names are three score and ten, and more
property
22
Main
St
.
Thomaston;
also
Beans. Windsor (broad)_ ......
47
piano Inquire 13 Dunn St. Thomaston.
"These most brisk and glddy-paced 'Beets
testimony of the high quality of the
60
Tel. 153.
14-19
60
times. —Twelfth Night. One won- Beets, mangel-wurxel —
feast.
TWO >« Iron beds, mahogany stained.
60
The occasion was greatly enjoyed by [ ders that anyone has time to read, or
nga.
Chi
2 mattresses and springs
eap for
60
cash C A EMERY. Tel 436-M
6-tf
the ex-chancellors who are proven at least to be concerned about what Beet Greena '
12
HARD coal. 115; coke. Ill; Pochontas
40
lumpy. 69 25: Pochontas nut. (special
masters in powers of entertainment. happened half a century ago. And Blackberries
,
, , for stoves I 99.75; Dry fitted hard wood,
42
The ledge numbers among these past yet I know of three young men, Blueberries _
TYPEWRITER wanted, at
low price |10 j B pauLSEN, Tel. Thomaston
20 for cash Tel. 541.
13-tf
84-2
officials: Edward O'Brien Burgess neither one 45 yet. who are wy 1 g™*^***®^*
48
ippeira wanted, RAYMOND
Levi Seavey, Richard O. Elliot. Ira T much interested in the vessels sail- Carrots ......ZL7™
15*171
50 JONES 8outhl Heope.
50
yinai Richard E. Durtn, J. Walter ing out of the Harbor 50 and more Com, cracked
MAN WANTED for Rawlelgh Routes of
Reliable hustler should .
56 800 families
Strout. J. A Richards. John S. Till rears ago. One is great-grandson Com. Indian .
start earning 925 weekly and Increase »
32
raoldlv
Write
today Rawlelgh, Dept s
son. Thomas A Dcnaldson, Levi C of a sea captain, one a grandson of a c„rranti
40
MLB-73-S. Albany. N Y___________ 15-17
Copeland. Adelbert Benner, Nathaniel shipbuilder, and one a son of a Dandelions
12
POSITION wanted, driving truck, or
HAVE your car given a Certified Mobil
P Andrews. J Herbert Everett, Mau-J captain. "Is there anything whereof j Feed ......
50
doing chorea, by young man Reasonable - buorlrationi with, speclallzed lubrlc-nu.
wages
Phone
14-12
Union.
Me
13*15,
8OCONEY
SERVICE STATION. Park and
54
Flaxseed
14*16
-...............
■■
| Union Stii
’ia
rice J. Brasier. Charles M Starrett. | it may be said. 'See. this is new?'. It .Hair
11
GIRL wanted, experienced In book
WATCHMAKER All kinds; watches.
keeping.
shorthand
and
typewriting,
Oeorge B Dillingham C. 8 Pillsbury j hath been already of old time which 1 Kale
12
with good personality and who can do Clocks, repaired. Call and deliver. S. A.
Lime____ ___________—
70 general office work and take telephone Mscomber. 23 Amesbury 8t.. Tel 958-J.
R. R Rcbbins. J. E Watts Alpheus was before us.”
_______________ 147*159-tf
50 orders, etc.
Do not apply unless You
N. Jones. Henry’ Sukeforth, Stanley ’ Read the Scriptures, Shakespeare. Meal (except oatmeal)
have these qualifications. Write "Ex " skate sharpening, prompt service.
Meal, corn ___________ —
SO
R. Cushing. Maynard Spear, Fred Dickens and others, and Just see Meal, rye
50 perience." care of Courter-Osxette. giv CRIE HARDWARE CO. 408 Main street.
ing references, name of last employer _________________________________ 14-tf
Femald. Ernest Grav, Anson B how many things we think are new Millet, Japanese
35 and telephone number____________15-17
LADIES-Reliable nslr goods at Rock
32
Prycr. Rodney Jordan, Maynard E we find in those books, and they.Oats
WATKINS PRODUCTS 926 a week In land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
! Onions
52 come. commission on two excellent food solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
Wetworth. J. Howard Beattie. Ben were old then. Listen to The Preach Parsley _____ ......
14-tf
8 routes, for ambitious man over 25. who
jamin Smalley. Savward Hall. Jean er again: A bird of the air shall car
45 will follow instructions; no experience'
or
Investment
necessary
Write
J
R
,
33
Closson. Randall Jcnes and Hollis ry the voice, and that which hath Parsnips ..............
WATKINS OO. 231-47 Johnson Ave.. , 8f
______________________
Peaches, green
dried--.
22 Newark. N J.
15*lt ♦
wings shall tell the matter. And : Peanuts,
Gilchrest
Peanuts, roasted
20
WANTED TWO MEN with cars to ' *
there you have the radio and the Pears -............................
58 handle established Watkins Routes 600 • *
I airplane. One of Dickens' short Peas, smooth
CO or more customers assure steady In- . ”
NelHe Moody
No invest- ]
28 come of <25 to 840 weekly
| stories is entitled, "A Message from Peas, unshelled, green —
ment required. Write at once E E R >
wrinkled ...................
56
Box 337. Newark. N. J.
15*16 1
Nellie, widow *of George W Moody . the Sea" One of the principal Peas,
Potatoes .................................
60
cf Rockland died suddenly it the i characters is a sea captain, Capt. Potatoes, sweet ..................
54
— — 48 I !(*<•>***<*********> i
home of her daughter Mrs. A. P Silas Jonas Jorgan. Salem, Mass., Quinces
Raspberries
.........................
40
U. 6. A., and this is his song: 'Silas
Chapman Main street, where she had
Rice, rough _ ___________
I
Jorgan played the organ." And that Rye ........................................... — ...... 44
SC I
expected to make her home fcr the
4
story was written more than 100 Salt, coarse .........................
70 i 4 ********«**»**•:
Bf
remainder of the winter. Mrs. Moody,
70
I
______
Salt, Turk's Island ______
years ago.
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated I
whose age was 70. is survived by a son,
60
“Times are changed, and we are Salt, fine —___ __________
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
Salt, Liverpool __
. ..........
60 _________________________________ 15*171
Andrew Moody; four daughters, Mrs
changed with them." Twenty-eight Seed, alfalfa
— — 60 j
Austin Young, Mrs Florence Diniello
FURNISHED room to let. steam heated
for SALE S C. R I Red Chicks. They
years ago. when I was writing my Seed, clover .........................
60 i
Bath, hot and cold water. 25 Oak Street, i are state tested for pullorum disease and
and Mrs. Chester Clark of Rockland,
first article for The Courier-Gazette. Seed, hemp ............... .. ......... .......... ...... 44 upstalra
15*17, accredited They arc bred for egg proMrs. Chapman cf this town; several
Seed, herdsgrass
......
45
"
7
7“ , .
, ductlon Roosters mature early and
I was employed in a store on Han Seed. Timothy _________ _
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 7W_, make flne broilers M M KINNEY.
...M. 45
grandchildren and great-grandchil
15-tf Thomaston. Me , St Georges Rd Box
over street. Easton, under the Ameri Seed. Hungarian grass —— 48
la .<
dren.
DESIRABLE five-room modern house 49 Tel 56-14 Tenant s Harbor
50
can House. I went past the place Seed, millet...........................
and garage to let. 182 Broadway Tel
DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R. I.
Funeral services will be held today
Seed, orchard grass
—
—
14
949
14*1* j Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL O.
recently. American House is leveled
Seed, redtop .........................
14
at 2.30 from the Burpee funeral par
NELSON 310 Umeroek St. Tel. 714-W
to the ground from Hanover street to 1 Seed. Sea Island cotton
SITUATED pleasantly. Oood lawn and |
14-tf
44
lors.
,
sun
porch,
modern
Ready
rental
apartSudbury street, and an auto parking ' Seed, sorghum
POULTRY wanted 1 POU8T. 138
........w. ....M 50 ment 7 rooms, garage Tel. 958-J
14*18
Llmerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W.
30
space is there. The above named Seed upland cotton ......... .....
14-tf
NICE sunny apartment. 2 rooms, bath

i Tenants Harbor Days!

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND!

WANTED

•

*

H**************|J
' MISCELLANEOUS •

pkg

49

PKG

JELL-O.

.

.3,19c

.

e.,11«

MINUTE TAPIOCA

%"12c

PITTED DATES

WALNUTS

EMERALDS

COCOANUT

Lb

DUNHAM'S

23c

25,

.

KNI-CEST-ASST. FLAVORS
M nkes
FREEZEST £
liclous

Ice Cream

2

KELLOGG'S

Csn»

19c

ALL-BRAN

TO19c

THREE CROW

19«

2 OZ BOT

VANILLA

NEW LOW
SALE PRICE

23c

GENERAL KNOX BRAND

PURITAN

MARSHMALLOWS
MARASCHINO
STYLE

‘A Lb
PM

FLOUR

PURPOSE

301
Bot 9c

WONDER-FIL

LEMON PIE

PM

10.

PEACHES 'halves^

NATION-WIDE

COFFEE
A Blend to Suit Every Tsjte

SANTA CRUZ
LG CAN

19c
Lj Cm

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

19'

Red Bag • ■ •
While Bag • ■
Blue Bag . . .

LB 11c
lb
lb

19c
17c

Sunshine

MARTINI
SUITER CRACKERS

OAe famous apprtutr:mck*a
RASPBERRY RIPPLES

79 e
,bnT

RED CAP
RASPBERRY, LEMON,

•TRAWBERRV. CHERRY
ORANGE, LIMB

BUY A DOZEN OF
ASSORTED FLAVORS

mm A I

SPtCIAL

SILVER CLEANER
In e New, Uieful Colored Jer

4pm>17c

' Spinach
| Strawberries

ROCKPORT

2 Lb. 25c

FIG BARS

CHERRIES

WlON-WI DE
GROCER

,10c

NATION-WIDE—COOKING

CHOCOLATE

TO LET

BROWN LABEL

% LB

1111111

1

W

RED LABEL

wlb

EGGS AND CHICKS I

1

I

1 1 1

1

I

8 OZ JAR

23<

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

A linen shower was tendered Miss
Evelyn Carver Wednesday afternoon
by Mrs. Mildred Holmes and Mrs.
Ellen Bohndell at the heme of the
latter. Those present were neighbors
and a few intimate friends. Lunch
was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Crockett have
vacated the Mann house on Russell
avenue, recently bought by Mrs.
Mary Louise Bok, and have moved
to Harden avenue. Camden.
The open meeting of the Twentieth
Century Club scheduled for next
Friday has been postponed to Feb 14.
At the meeting this week the regular
program of readings and current
events will be carried out, Mrs. Mil
dred Putnam presenting a paper on
"Winter in Moscow" and Mrs. Mary
St. Clair on "And Quiet Flows the
Don." Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth will
be hdtess.
Mrs. Ibra Ripley of Rockland was
weekend guest of Miss Marion Weid
man.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter O.ES.. will be held Tues
day night with the new officers in
the chairs.
An old-time minstrel show’ will be
staged by the G. F. Burgess Fire Com
pany Friday night at Town hall. The
receipts will be used to buy new uni
forms. This is an excellent oppor
tunity to aid a worthy organization.
Delmont Ballard and Miss Frances
Leighton returned to Yarmouth Sun
day after spending the weekend at
the home of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
W L. Ballard.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Jose
phine Wall, Richards' Hill.
The fire department was called
twice Sunday to extinguish slight
chimney fires, one at the home ol
Mrs. Arthur Packard. Glencove. and
the other at the C. A. Cavanaugh
Louse on West street.
I
Mrs. Lloyd Moody and daughter,
Phyllis, leave Wednesday for Boston
where the latter will enter the Mass
achusetts General Hospital for eye

treatment,

— —

......................

12
40
56
50
60
60

first hotel to furnish a passenger Tomatoes ..............................
{Turnips, English
elevator for its patrons.
........... M...M
M......... MMW
Dad once told me that he came to Turnips, rutabaga
1 Wheat ______
WM..W... ......
Boston in 1854 and stayed at the [The standard weight of a
American House. I stayed there, in
barrel of Flour Is ____ MMMaaae 196
the store, from November 1896 to The standard weight of a
{
barrel of Potatoes is
165
August, 1910 “The breaking waves
The standard weight of a
dashed high, on a stern and rockbarrel of Sweet Potatoes is.. 160 lbs
bound coast," and will continue to
do so at the Harbor, but how changed
A man with the earmarks of a la
It is otherwise. No schooners arriv borer was watching a big construcing and departing; no Light to guide ti:n Job. It was short of men, and
the marriner; on Southern Island no the foreman, noticing him, asked him
sea captains, mates, cooks and able if he wanted a Jeb.
seamen. Gone are the Harts, Walls,
“Sure," he said, “but I can cnly
Bickmcres, Ludwigs. Tracys, Sweet- work afternoons."
lands. Smalleys and many others.
“Why.’ asked the foreman.
"Tenants Harbor, 'tis of thee, place ■ •• 'Cause I've got a regular Job every
morning carrying a banner in the
of my nativity, of thee I sing."
unemployment parade.”—Santa Fe
Boze
Somerville, Mass., Feb. 2
Magazine.

and shed,
furnished

water and lights,
95 25 week ready

newly
about

Feb 8th DELIA YORK, ill Pleasant St

14-tf

UNFURNISHED
apa
corner Warren and Main streets, bath,
hot water heat, garage C. A HAMIL- '
TON. 29 Chestnut street. Tel. 986-J

14-tf

FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
rooms, all modern and Telephone In-1
quire at 57 Crescent St____________ 6-tf |
MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let.
st 44 Middle Street. L. F. CHASE Tel
1185-W____________________________ 7-tf

C

FOUR room furnished apartment with
bath to let. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154330
7-tf
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
with bath, heater, garage and garder
Inquire 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
14-tf
HOUSE of sLx rooms for rent, recently
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at
Spruce Head. Plenty of firewood for the
cutting Rent reasonable. TEL ROCK
LAND 793-W. after 4 p. m.
123*tf

Legal Notice
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.

'UiliiillliillUliUiUllUlilllUUilillUilUUUlliUUlUiUUUUUHttUUUiiUlUUlllHIIIIIIII

PHONE 730 OR 731
—FOR—

THE BEST RANGE
AND FUEL OILS
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE
EXPERT OIL BURNER SERVICE
—ON—

Nu-Way, Delco, Timken Silent Automatic, Brown,
Nokol, Loco, Easternoil, Gilbert-Barker, Waltham,
__ Williams Oil-o-Matic, Lynn, Electrol, Century,
Marr, Challenger, Hardings, Bettendorf, York
= Burners.
|
24 HOUR SERVICE ON ALL BURNERS
=

Night Service, Call 848 or 22-J
A Local Concern Solicits Your Patronage

1 ffl'LOON SALES i SERVICE
g 17 L1MEROCK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

liiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiMiitiimiimiiiimiiiim

Superior Court i
In Equity ‘

Theodore B La Polley

No. 281

va.

lements fliitlo^
HdXZQH

All eggs laid on our farms Milne
Accredited Pullorum Clean. 8779
birds tested — no reactors.

REDS,

Baby Cockerels,

CROSSBREDS

Baby Pullets

Bred for heavy laying, fast growing
and quick feathering
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
Oet our Catalogue—that’s the
Maine Idea

CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
R F D No. 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
Also through N E CHICK
SERVICE

DAY OLD CHICKS for sale, also
one week old and two weeks old
chirks all from Purr Bred Blood
Tested, Heavy Laying Breeding
Stock. Our Rhode Bland Red
Chicks are the best money can
buy and come from the largest
Red Farm In the East, containing
40.000 Breeders. We sell all breeds
and colors at greatly reduced
prices. Day olds 10c ea., week
old 13c ea., two weeks old 16c ea.
Parcel Post Prepaid to anyr audress in Maine. See our v nicks
in our Electric Battery Brooders
3,000 to select from. Improve your
flocks and save money besides.
Full line of Poultry Equipment at
15% discount during Jan. amd
Feb. Call, wrrlte or phone for
Catalogue STOVER'S, Rockland
86 Park St. Phone 1200.
14-tf

La Folle Shoppe. Inc.
Petition for creditors to prove claims
and order thereon.
Respectfully represents Alan L. Bird.
Receiver tn the above entitled cause, and
asks that this Honorable Court fix a
time for the proof of claims against said
corporation and that all creditors of
said corporation be required within said
time to present their claims for adjudi
cation and that alt claims not so pre
sented shall be forever ban-ed.
ALAN L. BIRD.
Receiver.
Dated at Rockland, Maine
January 11, 1936
Upon the foregoing petition. It Is
ORDERED
That the creditors of La Folle 8hoppe arararajaizjgjzjafzjzrajzjgfzfzfzrafz
Inc. be and they hereby are required to
present their claims against said cor
poration supported by affidavit and to
file the same In this Court or with the
Receiver on or before the first day of
June. 1936; and that all claims not so
presented are and shall be forever
barred, and that on or before five days
An Ad. In These
after said date the Receiver and all
other parties Interested may file assent
to such claims as are correct, and ob
Columns Will Sell
jections to any which should not be
allowed; that the Court may thereafter
make decree allowing or disallowing the
Anything From a
claims filed.
Said Receiver shall notify each known |
creditor to prove his claim on or before
Needle to an Anchor.
June 1. 1936 and publish an abstract of I
this petition with a copy of this order I
thereon once a week for three successive
What Do You Want
weeks In the Courler-Oazette, the last
publication to be at least three monthX
before said first day of June 1936
WM H FISHER.

Justice Superior Court
Dated at Augusta. Maine
January 11, 1936
A true copy of petition with order

to Sell ?

thereon

MILTON M

IL. si

GRIFFIN.
Clerk.

.__________________________________

9 t lJ-jartmararajgfararajarafgmaraiifgfi

Every-Other-Day

Page Severi

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 4, 1936
THE MEN ENTERTAINED

GREAT MID-WINTER RECORD

WARREN

A happy occasion for Mr. and Mrs.
Newell W. Eugley was the observ
ance of the ir 24th wedding anniver
sary Saturday at their home. A gift
to Mrs. Eugley from Mr. Eugley was
a prettily decorated anniversary cake
Due to conflicting act'vities in the
made and frosted by (Mrs. Helen Hil
In addition to personal notea regard
Methebesec Club will meet Friday citY Friday evening, only a small
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ton which bore against a white back
ment especially desires Information of at the home of Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, gathering of Rubinstein Club me.mThe Courier-Gazette carriers did a tough handicap. Bernard Thomp ground decorations of pink forgetsocial happenings, parties, musicals, etc. broadway with Miss Caroline Stanley j tors was present for the program
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
an excellent Job in the mid-winter son had two errors on the very diffi me-nots, and green leaves, the
gladly received.
as hostess. The subject will be The Gentlemen Entertain," under
month of January. It is the object cult Route 3, but, it was his first figures, 1912-1936, 24th anniversary
TELEPHONE_______________ 77# or 7H
Italian Cathedrals, with Mrs. An the direction of S. T. Constantine. A
of the carriers to serve every sub month on the route and five very nice and the names "Sadie" and "Newell"
regrettable
fact,
as
this
program
was
gelica Glover, Miss Caroline Jame
scriber on the day of issue. Patrons compliments are on record for him
Cards from Miss Jennie Guptill
in pink.
son and Mrs. Sadie Leach participat most delightful and worthwhile, and
will do the boys a favor and help them this menth. The other two carriers
tell of her arrival In New Bern, N. c.;
Among those from here who at
ing in the program. There will also those who missed it were losers by all
approach their coveted perfect score arc habitual “no error" boys.
last Tuesday. Here she will visit her
tended
the meeting of Knox Pomona
means.
Mr.
Constantine
presented
be current events and music.
Subscribers should bear in mind held with Pioneer Grange. East
by calling the li9ted number opposite
sister, Mrs. M. J. Mullen, who with
the Pine Tree quartet, comprising
that the fine ‘‘esprit de corps" being Union, were Mrs. Ira Perry, Mr. and
her husband Is conducting a hotel
Mr. and Mrs. L. E McRae are in himself as first tenor, Carlton Porter, the bey's name in case of non-deliv
ery at a reasonable hour. The boy shown by these boys is in their behalf. Mfs. Herbert Waltz. Mrs. Samuel
in that delightful city, which is re Boston.
second tenor. Charles Wilson, first
will promptly supply a paper, and These lads want every subscriber to Norwood. Mrs. Ella Lewis, Mrs.
plete with historical interest. Miss
bass, and Roscoe McKinney, seco/id
his
record will thus be kept clear, for knew his paper will be delivered prop Oscar Copeland Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Guptill visited Richmond, Va., on the
Miss Frances Hodgdon of the Mc bass, all guest artists who gave gener
way dqwn and on the homeward trip Lain School faculty is in Boston ously of their time and talent. The no error is counted if the subscriber erly on the day of issue. It is their Carroll and Mrs. Harry Beane. A
contribution of loyalty to the old lively meeting was reported, a patrio
plans to stop off in Washington, called by the death of her brother- quartet numbers were chc-en to show gets his paper the day of issue.
Several notable items feature this Courier-Gazette, fcr they know that tic program enjoyed, and spirited
D. C. She is having three weeks' in-law, Mr. Upson. Mrs. Clara Kelsey the versatility of the quartet, further
month's table. Six of the nine car an absolutely dependable and courte discussion on topics of the day took
vacation from the Senter Crane store. is substituting in her absence.
carried out in solo work. Mrs. Con
riers
were perfect. One of the six was ous delivery of the paper to its cus place.
Edwin Wixon, Waterville
stantine at the piano gave splendid
Mrs.
Charles
A.
Morton
was
hos

Robert
Saunders of Route 7 who had tomers is the first line of defense.
Tonian Circle will meet Wednesday
gatekeeper of the Maine State
support and was included in the con
night at 7.30 with Mrs. H. J. Weisman tess to Corner Club for cards Friday gratulations tendered at the close of
Grange was guest speaker, and was
afternoon.
Route Phone
Name
December
January
accompanied toy Mrs. Wixon.
the program.
Miss Thelma Starrett, who has
A
happy
bit
of
the
evening
was
the
Percy Demmcns and family of
Miss Vada Clukey and Miss Ruth
No Errors No Errors
JACK HUKE,
213-W
1
been ill has resumed her position in
Thomaston are located at Hotel Vic Pillsbury of Thomaston were in Bos witty introduction made by Mrs. Lydia
the mill after an absence of several
Stcrer, president, who bestowed upon
toria Arms in St. Petersbury, Fla., ton for the weekend.
One Error
HAROLD RICHARDS,
1262-R
No Errors
2
weeks.
the artists, not forgetting Mrs. Con
until March 1st.
Several from this town attended
stantine.
high-sounding
names
in
the
Almon B. Cooper Jr., is home from
BERNARD THOMPSON,
1262-R
Two Errors
3
the dance recital Friday night given
“Maine is not having all of the cold University of Maine for the midyear musical worjd.
by the pupils of Elise Allen Comer
Friday, Feb. 14, the club will hold a
No Errors
FREDERICK PERRY.
No Errors
4 ' 433-R
weather” writes Miss Jennie Guptill recess.
at
the Park Theatre Rockland. Pupils
silver
tea
for
members
and
friends.
who is spending her vacation at the
No Error?
18G-R
RICHARD PERRY,
of Mrs. Comer from here who took
One Error
Mrs. Elise Allen Comer, of the Members will pay 10c admission and
5
Easton Hotel in New Bern, N. C. A
part were Gloria Haskell, Beverly
The program
side trip to a neighboring city had: School of the Dance, is observing non-members 25c.
No Errors
CLARENCE
CHILDS,
One Error
1262-R
6
Cogan, Lillian Durrell, Ruth Starrett
been planned fer Friday, but was called registration Day Saturday by hold-t "America Loves" will feature varied
1
Joan Smith Dale Messer and Joan
1
off because of 12-inch snowfall The1 in8 a Party from 2 to 5 for all former numbers, both instrumental and voROBERT SAUNDERS,
No Errors
Six Errors
218-W
7
Southem papers had a great deal to1 pupils and all those who are inter- cal, and It is of outstanding interest
Maxey.
The Congregational Brotherhood
, to note that Mrs. Nettie Oreen Kit
say about the unusual snow blanket ested in becoming pupils.
ELMER
PINKHA.VI.
No
Errors
No Errors
1181-K
8
meets
Thursday at the vestry. Sup
1
tredge
of
Freeport.
Long
Island,
fC
V.,
in that section.
per will be served.
Diligent Dames will have an aftersouth Thomaston will contribute
No Errors One Error
ELMER LUFKIN.
421-W
9
The Dorcas Kings Daughters as
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Dunton will noon meeting Thursday with Mrs. a group of solos. Tea will be in
sembled
yesterday afternoon at the
Corwin
H.
Olds,
with
tea.
charge
of
llrfrs.
Grace
Crie
and
Mrs.
observe their 50th wedding anniver
home of Miss M. Grace Walker, with
-------Vivian Hewett.
sary by receiving friends at their
Mrs. George Blaney returned Fri____________
heme on Mechanic street Saturday
rayed In a Colonial costume and pow Mrs. Betsey Eastman, hostess.
STARS INSTALLED
day from a week in Boston and
Chester Spear has returned to his
Jl'LIA E. BROWN
afternoon. The date cf the anniver
dered wig. The worthy matron ap
vicinity.
work as weaver in the mill after an
sary is the 9th and so if Saturday
pointed
these
committees:
Character,
Julia E. Brown, aged 42 years died Grace Chapter Of Thomas Mrs Blanche Vose, Mrs. Emma Young absence of several weeks because of
should be stormy friends axe invited
Sleeper Bible Class met yesterday ] in Portland Jan. 31. Mrs. Brown was
ton Enters Upon Another and William Oilchrest; sick commit an injury to his right hand.
to call Monday afternoon.
afternoon with Mrs. Evelyn Snow in a native cf Stonington. She went to
The Help One Another Circle of
tee. Mrs. Hazel Oilchrest. Mrs. Mado
Promising Year
Thomaston.
| Portland in 1919 and became owner
Mr. and Mrs Charles C Hamblen of
lyn Spear and Mrs. Carrie Carroll. Kingv Daughters was entertained
of the' Myra Brcwn Restaurant at 121
Norwich. Conn, were weekend guests
Grace Chapter OES. held its an
Interspersing the ceremony were last night by Mrs. Ella Caler.
A most successful card party was
Mrs nual installation at the Masonic hall musical numbers by Seven Tabbutt,
The February meeting of the Wom
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 1*. Smith, held Friday evening at Hotel Rock Commercial street in 1928.
Brcwn was a woman of sterling quali- Jan. 25 with 200 members and guests Sevon. Hawaiian Trio; Misses Eleanor ans Club will be held Thursday night
Broad street.
land under the auspices of St. Bern
| ties, a devoted mother and a kind
at the Intermediate School Building
ard's Parish, with Misses Anne and ' friend. Her whole life was given to attending: Mrs. Emma Yeung, retir Harper of Rockland, and Olive RowOpportunity Class will meet Thurs
ing
worthy
matron,
installed
the
offi

til. Thomaston, trumpet duo. accom A varied program on authors and
Vitrici Oarini in charge. Honors were
making ethers happy. She will be cers in a delightful and efficient man panist. Irene Young; Fred Maxey, vio bocks will be given.
day at 7:30 at the First Baptist parl
won by Mrs. Frank C. Ingraham,
j greatly missed by the patrons cf the ner, assisted by Mrs. Margaret L?ke- lin; Edwin Lynch, accordion in a
Rev. H. I. Helt will speak on “The
ors for a Valentine party.
Mrs. L. F. Chase. Mrs. J. H. Flana
1 restaurant, where she had a smile and man, marshal, Miss Helen Studley, medley of jigs.
Lost Continent" Thursday night at
gan. Miss Ida Hughes, Mrs. E. J.
A covered dish supper-social will
kind word for everyone.
chaplain, and Mrs. Leah Davis, or
The banquet hall where adjourn Ccngrcgational Men's Brotherhood.
Bernier, Mrs. John O. Stevens. Mrs.
Mrs. Brown leaves two sons—La- ganist.
take place at the Congregational
The three act comedy “Correment was made for refreshments was
Israel Snow, Mrs. John Thompson,
Forest of Portland and Leslie of 'Mrs. Lucy Yeung was installed artistically decorated with a large star, epcndence Courtship" will be present
vestry tonight, with Miss Mary
Mrs. C.
Bishop. Harry Webster.
Thcmdikc; an adopted sen. Philip of werthy matron; Edgar Ames, worthy colored streamers extending frem ed tomorrow night at 7 45 at Town
Wasgatt, Miss Corice Thomas, Mrs
Louis Bosse. Mrs. George Phillips,
Whitinsville: one daughter. Kathleen patron; asoctate matron. Mrs. Ma each point under which the newly in Hall.
Sydney Snow of Rockport and Harold
Miss Margaret Bowler, Mrs. Francis
of Carfiden; four sisters, Mrs. Ada rion Grafton: associate natron. Ralph stalled officers were received. The
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B Libby were
Leach, in charge of supper, and Mr.
Louraine, Mrs. Irving Elwell. Mrs
Thompson of Portland, Mrs. Lottie Carroll; secretary. Mrs. Florence Gar table, with its gold table cloth and dinner guests Sunday of the Wins
and Mrs Theodore Bird and Mr.
Fred Jordan. Miss Frances HanraHear cf Vinalhaven. Mrs Susie Berry diner; treasurer. Mrs. Cora Knights; yellow candles, offered ices and va lows, Warren village.
and Mrs. Francis Ornc of the enter
han. Mrs. I. Gordon, and Miss Louise , Qf whKinsvUlc. uiUla tf POT^uti;
• • • •
conductress. Mrs. Avis Brasier; asso riety of cakes.
tainment.
,
THarrington.
I and cnc brother. Charles Hamblin cf ciate conductress. Mrs. Hazel OilIvy Chapter Installation
Miss Ruth D. Pillsbury who has
chreet; chaplain. Mrs. Carrie Carroll;
Woman s Auxiliary to Knox Hospi- ! New London. Conn. Mrs. Brown's
.
Officers of Ivy Chapter OES. were
conducted a private kindergarten
Claim* He Read*
tai is meeting this afternoon at 2 at glrlhocd and the Hrst ycars °f
marshal. Mrs. Margaret Lakeman; or
installed
Friday night at a semi-pri
school with marked success the past the Bok Home for Nurses for sewing marricd life was £pent m lh:s Clty'
ganist. Mrs. Faye Stetson; Adah, Mrs
Through Hi* No»e
vate ceremony by DD.OM. Carrie R.
three years has gone to Sebago Lake
Lura Libby; Ruth. Mrs. Dorothea
Oxford, England.—Kuda Bux,
Smith, assisted by Mrs. Margaret
where she has taken a teaching and tea. Members are requested to
Hand crocheters on infants’ bootee Young: Esther. Mrs. Evilo Creamer;
twenty-nlne-year old Uoliammebring
a
new
member
or
some
woman
Sawyer as grand marshal; Miss Eve
position at the Government Kinder
sets, etc. Good prices. Write Strat- Martha. Mrs. Madolyn Spear; Electa.
dan, claims he can see through
who may become interested in the
lyn Sawyer grand chaplain; and Mrs
garten School.
his
nose
and
can
read
a
book
more Knitting Mills. 23 East 26 street Miss Helen Studley; warder, Mrs
activity.
Avis Norwood, organist. One hun
with his eyes bandaged.
New York City.—adv.
13-14
Emma Kalloch; sentinel, Capt. HoUie
dred members and guests were pres
Herbert Lord 2d. Bowdoln 39.
This and other Instances of
Harrington.
The men will have charge of circle
ent to witness the installation which
“eyeless sight" were described
spent the weekend with his grand
The East was beautifully decerated
to member* of tin British Opti
was Interspersed with musical num
parents. Mr and Mrs. J. F. Cooper, supper at the Methodist church Wed- !
with white gates and a background of
cal association at their annual
nesday at 6, with Dr. H. V. Tweedie
bers and readings. Songs were pleas
Limerock street.
congress here by C. S. Flick.
as chairman.
lovely ferns and plants. On a pedes
ingly sung by Mrs. Doris Overlock,
... Yield quicker to the
Flick told of experiments car
tal was placed a lighted star attached
Woman's Mission Circle of the
and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. Mrs. Grace
Poultice-Vapor action of
ried out with a girl named Ellen I Wyllie favored with several readings
Mr. and Mrs. F O. Reams of Newto vari-cclored wrist bouquets repre
First Baptist church meets Wednes
Ilawsln
by
Dr.
W.
Hands,
a
Lon

York are visiting Mrs. Reams' parents,
senting Star points.
day at the church parlors.
don surgeon. With two pill box j Accompanist for the vocals number?
Mr. and Ms. Maurice Proctor.
The marshal escorted the New Year,
was Mrs. Avis Norwood.
covers tilled with cotton wool
repreeented by Miss Irens Young at
Miss Mabel Spring who was called
Officers installed, with the excep
over
her
eyes,
the
girl
was
able
William Taylor, Nelson Waters, i
tired in tulle blue evening gewn. to the
here by the death of Miss Carolyn
to describe colored plates In a
tion Mrs. Louie Drewett and Miss M
WED.-THURS.
East, preceded by William Yeung
Erskine returned to Fall River, Mass, Elbren Dean. Charles Durney, Robert
book banded to her.
Orace Walker, and Mrs. Carrie
Ulmer and Ralph Blackington, all of t
“It would seem to Indicate,”
page, bearing a large bouquet cf deepSunday.
Smith were: Worthy matron. Mrs.
Everett. Mass., were weekend guescs i
said Doctor l'lick, "that there
pink roses, his black and white vel
Constance MacPhail; worthy patron.
are still left within the skin
Mrs. Charlotte Alley Betts, Miss cf Mr. and Mrs. Walter Connon.
vet suit a striking contrast to the
Albert E. MacPhail; associate ma
thousands of very minute primi
Gladys Alley and Miss Marguerite
white dresses of the officers. As the
tron, Mrs Bernys Jameson; associate
tive 'eyes' similar to those of
Miss
Sophie
Cohen
has
returned
Landers have returned from Boston
worthy matron, attired in white
patron. J. O. Jameson; secretary.
simple organisms and capable of
from
a
visit
in
Bangor.
where they attended last week the
transparent velvet, took her station
reacting to the stimulus of light"
Mrs. Lauxa Starrett; treasurer, Miss
Hairdressers Convention. Both Mrs.
in the East she pa'sed through an
Tena McCallum; conductress, Mrs.
Button Club met Monday Highi
Betts and Miss Alley have obtained
archway formed by officers carrying
Alzada Simmons; associate conduclicenses for the Zotos Permanent with Mrs. A. W Gregory.
large gilded keys. She was presented
) tress. Mrs. Esther Starrett; chaplain.
Waving machine, new in the beauty
with roses and a key to the East by
Miss M. Grace Walker; marshal.
Miss Margaret Ruggles who has
culture field. During their absenoe
the New Year. The werthy patren,
Mrs. Rosina Buber; organist. Mrs.
been with Mrs. Fannie Egerton in
Lady Knox Beauty Shop was re
Mr. Ames, received a boutonniere at
Carrie R. Smith; Adah. Mrs. Avis
New York for the past two months, j
decorated. and makes a handsome
tached to a gold kev, The past ma
Norwood; Ruth. Mrs. Louie Drewett;
has gene to New Orleans fcr the re
appearance.
tron’s jewel was presented to Mrs
Esther. Mrs Grace Wyllie; Martha,
mainder of the winter, stopping en-|
Emma Young, and cast patron's Jewel
Mrs. Emma Norwood; Electa. Mrs.
route
in
Louisville,
Ky.,
for
a
short
(
Flying Needles met last week with
to William Oilchrest by the newly in
Lilia Ames; warder, Mrs. Jessie
visit
with
relatives.
.09
Large Roll Friction Tape
June Chatto. the evening spent in
stalled worthy matron and worthy pa
Walker; sentinel. Elbert Starrett;
.10
Rubber
Soles
.........................
games and sewing.
The hostess
tron. appreciative response being 5-Cal. Oil Can
.79
Miss Frances Hodgdon of the Mc
finance committee, Mr. and Mrs
served ice cream and cake.
.98
made. A gift from her officers wa? Utility Iron Bex ...................
Lain School faculty went to Boston'
MacPhail and Mrs. Jessie Walker.
.19
tendered Mrs. Emma Young by Mrs Dish Cloths (5)
Albert MacPhail, newly-installed
Mrs. William Rogers Chapman and Sunday called by the death of her
.29
Wire Dish Draintr ..............
brother-in-law. William J. Upson, |
Leah Davis.
patron,
presented the retiring matron
.98
daughter. Miss Cornelia, are spend
Family Scales .........................
"''9hh filled wi,h
which occurred that day in Arlington (
The past worthy matron was invited Double Door Bread Box
J8
Mrs Esther Starrett. with the past
love °"d fnusic
ing the winter months at the Vinoy
.49
from the East and given a bouquet of 57 inch Radiaf :r Cover
matron's Jewel and Elbert Starrett,
Park Hotel. St. Petersburg. They have after a long illness. Mr. Upson was
.25
Ado,pfl
snapdragons by the “Old Year" rep Ash or Spruce Oars, per ft.
the retiring patron, with an emble
Just returned from a 600-mile drive a resident of Bethel and formerly as- j
.15
resented by Mrs. Helen Hallowell ar Galv. Boat Nails
matic button. Mrs. Esther Starrett
during which they visited Edward W. seriated in the ownership and man-1
.98
Bath Stools ...............................
agement cf Bethel Inn. Funeral'
retiring matron, gave each of the of
....
59
Pencil
Sharpener
Bok Sanctuary near Lake Wales,
.... 2.9S
Clothes Hamper
ficers who served with her a flower,
Daytona Beach, and Silver Springs. service? are being held tomorrow in
.25 to .50
Brooder Wafers ...
the color of which befitted their
In Daytona Beach they were guests Bethel.
....... 25
Hemp Oakum
stations,
this act accompanied by a
of Mrs. Chapman's sister, Mrs. Frardt
1.50
Waldoboio Circular Saw Blade
Cooked Food Sale at Senter Crane's
u*£JOHN BOLES
suitable verse. Mrs. Smith, the in
1.40
Oil
Apron
Barveis
F. Bissell. In St. Petersburg Mrs.
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
Saturday at 2 p. m„ benefit Golden ,
3.00
stalling officer, received a gift pre
Steel Cake Servers
Chapman recently received a call
3.35
Rod Chapter, O.E.S.
15-16
Steel Bread Cabinets
sented by the newly-installed worthy
from Marguerite Fontrese, who sang
TUESDAY. FEB. 4
1.50
Steel tVartr Baskets
matron. Mrs. Constance MacPhail,
In the Maine Music Festivals with
2.25
Steel 3-ns. Canniiiter Sets
“
Annie
Oakley
’
’
a courtesy from the chapter In be
WASHINGTON
Frances Alda and John McCormack
(above 4 part ol matched set)
u
,e Howard
Fred Sukeforth was pleasantly sur-.
half of her services. Refreshments
1.19
With BARBARA STANWYCK
Hand Drills ..............................
in 1919. She was the original model
Geib W'Hioms
169
prised
Sunday
when
relatives
and
'
Smooth
Plane
under the direction of Mrs. Alice
and
PRESTON
FOSTER
for the Red Cross poster “The Great
... .23
Auto Emergency Chains
Mathews, Mrs. Eleanor Barret and
S'odley
est Mother in the World,” and will be friends gathered at his home to help ,
Fancy Cookie Cutters, set ......... 15
THURSDAY, FEB. 6
Mrs. Elizabeth Munsey, were served
n
B VV remembered by hundreds of Maine celebrate his birthday. Refreshments
4.00
Blew
Torches,
quart
a rn e r
at the close of the ceremonies. Of
....... 37
Pyrex Custard Cup Sets
music lovers for her beautiful mezzo- featured a birthday cake presented
“The Bride Comes Home”
,,a"'oon/ Plclure
.35
with
an
appropriate
speech
by
little
1
Rubberized Mittens
ficers not installed Friday will be
soprano voice. That Mrs. Chapman
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
....... 98
Buck Saw, complete
Billy
Young.
Those
present
were
I
inducted into office at a later date
does not forget Maine is bome out
NOW PLAYING
and FRED MacMURRAY
1.29
3-Aim Wall Dryer
“CEILING ZERO"
by messages on cards to this effect, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young, William'
.30
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB'T CO
Ski Wax ....................................
with
to Vinalhaven. North Haven,
“I wish all our dear Maine friends Young, Georgia Young, Harriet Gil-1
Skis ............................. 79 up to .98 I Service
SATURDAY, FEB. 8
Stonington, Isle an Haul. Swan's
IAMES
CAGNEY,
PAT
O
’
BRIEN
chrest of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. I
IsunA and Frcnchhoro
were with us."
Free Cook Book with ViKO
“McFadden’s Flats”
Effective Oct. I, I93S
Henry Sukeforth of Rockland.
Winter Service 1935-1936
ALUMINUM WARE
With WALTER KELLY
Dally Except Sunday
| (Subject to Change Without Notice)
and ANDY CLYDE
WE BUY
I
Eastern Standard Time
SIMONTON

Rubinstein Meeting Had a

OClETY

UBhdu^p'ogrZ'D" Carrier Boys Score Again ■" Spite Of Rough

Weather—Loyal To the Old “C.-G.”

Chest Colds

H. H. CRIE & CO.

New Goods
Just Received

r

Rose °f
RRiicho

the

STAR THEATRE

STUDIO COUCHES
—AT—

Smashing Discounts

20^25 Off
A splendid line of these much wanted pieces—
Handsome Coverings, Detp, Comfortable Spring

Construction. A great asset to the home.
Special!

A Studio Couch Extraordinary at $18.00
not subject to discount

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

APPLY BONUS BONDS

or to refinance existing mortgages.
Financial Institutions in all parts of
To Purchase of Home, Under Insured our State arc now lending funds as
Mortgage Plan, Urges the FIIA
approved mortgages under the In[ .sured Mortgage System of the FederThe following statement came 1
Housing Administration.
from the office of George M. Wil
liamson, State Director or the Feder
"BuvA Home
al Housing Administration:
ilkcdthe CLASSIFIED
'Yesterday, an American Legion
Veteran of the World War called at
the Portland Office to arrange for
the financing of a home to be
WEDNESDAY NITE IS
purchased with his Bonus money.
BANK NITE
We believe that this is the first vet
eran in Maine to buy a home with
Bonus Money.”
GIVEN AWAY FREE
Veterans of the World War are
wed thurs
urged to apply their Bonus Bonds to
the purchase of a home under the
insured mortgage plan of the Federal
Housing Administration.
Finance
with one first mortgage, covering
up to 89% of the appraised value, to
be repaid by monthly payments,
scaled to your income for a term of
10, 15 or 20 years.
The facilities of the Federal Hous
ing Administration. Chapman Build
ing, Portland, are open to assist all
veterans desiring to finance a home

$50.00
.-

T

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY
Put In your kitchen one of the new

GLENWOOD
RANGES

giadys swarthout

CLARENCE E. DANIELS

The Simonton Farm Bureau meets
Wednesday afternoon at 1.30 at the
home of Mrs. Cecil Annls, the subject

JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

of the session to be, “Platuiing the
Kitchen for Convenience.”

OLD

GOLD

H. H. CRIE & CO.

Shows, 2.09, 6.30 and 8.30
•Continuous Saturday. 2.00 to 10.30
Phone 892

Matinee Saturdays at 2.30
Children 15c at Matinee
News Tuesday and Saturday
Comedy With Every Show
14-15

HARDWARE
AND SPORTING GOODS
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Read Dawn
1 A. M
5 30 Lv. Swan's Island.
6.30 Lv Stonington.
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
8 15 Lv Vinalhaven,
9 30 Ar. Rockland,

Read
P.
Ar
Ar
Ar
Ar
Lv
30

120-tf

The best range that ran he made.
Trade In Your Old Range
Priced from

$59

up

Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish

Burpee Furniture Co.
ROCKLAND, ME.
llltf

TODAY JACK BENNY
In “IT'S IN THE AIR"

Coming Friday Night

“AUCTION NITE”

A POTATO STORY

BUSY ELECTION DAY

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Just See What Is Expected
Of the Maine Voters On
September Fourteen
In addition to electing a Oovernor.
three Representatives to Ccngress
and a United States Senator, the vot
ers of Maine will have plenty cn their ,
I
hand.- Sept. 14, as five referendum

Every-Oth^Day
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| Showing Why

Hotels Use

Idaho Bakers Instead Of
Maine Spuds
Hete is a story tcld by Everett
Greaton. executive secretary of the
Main? Development Commission.
While in Boston Mr. Greaton had
occa ion to call on the manager of
one of the better known hotels. The
manager was at dinner when he
called and Greaton was u hered to
h's table. A waiter approached with
i a large baked potato
"Ah" said Mr Great ;n "I'm glad to
see that ycu are uv:ng Maine potatoes
in your kitchen."*
•No" the manager repl ed. "I am
sorry to say that ycu are mistaken
This is an Idaho baker, the potato
which this, and all the other leading
hotels use for baking purpo es. Do
I think that they are better than the
Maine variety? Not at all. In fact
1 I wouldn't be surprised if Maine poi tatoes were superior. I air. sure that
I would prefer to use potatoes from ]
, your State if I could, particularly ac
I this hctel gets a lot of Maine money
' during the year and naturally w*
would like to reciprocate by buying
ycur potatoes I'U shew you why I
can't under present conditions."
So saving the manager beckoned to
a waiter and told him to have a bey
bring three or feur potatoes from the
Gladys Swarthout and John Boles, featured in "Rose of the llanrho "—adv. store room.
When they arrived he removed
them from '.heir individual wrappers
CARL GRAY'S PLANS
granted by the highway commissio t I
and laid them on the table.
to epen highways shall be segregated
"You see." he said. “That thes* po
Will
Expend
Millions
In
Purchase
Of
ard become a part of the general
tatoes
are of an exact size. Whet
New Railroad Equipment
highway fund as created by existing
they are put in thc ovens we know
law.
Car! R Gray president of the Union that when one of them Ls cooked .ill
It provides that after deduction
cf them will be in the same condition
frem such funds all such sums as are Pacific railroad has announced We cannot run the risk of one of our
necessary to meet all provis ons cf plans for immediate purchase of guests getting a potato that ls underbond issues fcr highway and bridge 3300 refrigerator cars for the Pacific cccked while someone eLse at the nex:
construction, the remainder shall be Fruit Express Company, jointly table is served cne that is overdone
expended solely for the cost of regis
owned by the Union Pacific and ■You will notice, too. that all of these
tering motor vehicles ar.d licensing
potatoes ate absolutely clean.
epeaters and other admin.stratlve Southern Pacific roads. More than
"How much do they cost us? Plenty.
purposes which are named, and for $10,006,000 will be expended on the They etme 96 in a box for three dc.the conctruction of highways and new equipment which will effect an lars which is a little better than three
bridges provided by the statute. Tne improvement In handling of western cents a piece Sure, they are ex
act also provides that neither tlie perishable shipments and assure pensive. In the lcng run. though
ceneraI highway fund nor any fund adequate refrigerator car supply to
they are economical because there is
der.ved from direct taxation impesed meet all emergencies.
no waste and because, as I say, we
The cars will embody important
fcr highwav or bridge constructicn or
can be sure that they are served when
the maintenance thereof shall be di improvements in construction and they are cooked Just right
verted. either temporarily or perma they will go into service this year,
“Show me." he concluded "Where I
nently. for any other purpose as set on the lines of both owner railroads can get a product like this from Maine
forth in the act The proposed ac: and on the Western Pacific, which and I will be tickled to death to use it
as will be seen, is extremelv drastic uses 'the Fruit Express cars under So. I am sure will the ether hotels."
Whether the voters of the State will contract.
On his return to Augusta. Mr
want to tie up State administration
Greaton brought along the potatoei
in this manner is for them to deter
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on that served as Exhibit A in the
• the left side of the road!
mine.
manager's talk. Tney weighed abe j

questions are to be decided.
Under a local option law passed by
the last Legislature three questions
will be submitted to tlie elec.orate of
th? several towns, each t:wn deter
mining the matter for itself. Ques
tion No 1 leads: "Shall Sta e stores
for the saie of liquor be operated by
pcrmiss.cn of the State Liquor Com
mission in this city or town?"
There are now abcut a dozen State
liqu:r stores in the State and it may i
be that one or two of them will be (
closed bv vote of citizens Whether j
thLs is probable cr not. you can tell
better when the propoition comes to
be dlscii'sed more than it has been
so far.
Question No 2 Ls. “Shall licences be
granted in thLs city or town under
regulation of the S.a'.e Liquor C.mmis.ion fcr the .sale therein cf wine
nnd spirits to be consumed on the |
premLses " This, of course appl.es to
hotels and clubs to which the com- .
mission have granted permits for the
sale of wines and spirits to be con
sumed on the piemLses
• • • •
Under the former law. the commis
sion had the power to grant these
licenses wherever it saw fit. and did
grant them pretty generally. It may
be. and indeed is quite probable tha:
a majority of the citizens of a few
towns where hotels and clubs have
licenses will v;te that they do r.ot
want them.
Question No 3 asks. "Shall licenses
be granted ln the city or town for
the sale therein of malt liquor." Thes*
are the beer shops. Beer permits can
be granted only to places where fcod
is told but U is probab.e that not a
town in the State, that is b.g enough
to have a restaurant, but has one
beer garden and seme have quite a
lot. If everv municipality in the S’at*
votes "no" on all three of thes? ques
tions we will then be back to prohibi
tion for two years at least. As a mat
ter of fact, cf course, no one ant .cipates anything cf that kind.
Question No 4 relates to resident
fishing and hunting licenses. The
last Legislature increased the price
of resident lishing and hunting
licenses by 50 cents, making it a dol
lar instead of half a dollar. This was
done because a majority of both
branches of thc Legislature were con- j
vincetf that if the propagation of fish
and game in the State is to continue
the department must have more fundwith which to work
• • • •
However, three cr four members of
the Hcuse didn’t like to have to pay ,
50 cents more to go fLshing and sent
around their petitions to have the
law submitted to th? people under the :
referendum amendment to the Con
stitution. The question is an impetant one. for the future of fishing in
this State hinges to a considerable
degree upon approval of the act.
The next question. No. 5. has to
do with an initiated law. It is rare
that the initiative is resorted to to
secure the passage of any laws. It was
done once when primary law repeal
was sought in that manner and there
are now being circulated, petitions
proposing the initiation of an cld age
pension law. The act upon which tne
voters will pass next September is
entitled "An Act Relating to the Gen
eral Use of the Highwav Pund and to
Prevent Diversion Thereof.” The
question is. shall this act b? accepted.
The law was Initiated when some of
the highway funds were borrowed tor
thc time being, to be used for other
purposes at a time when the State
treasury was pretty nearly dry and
there were actually no funds to carry
on the State's business. The money
could not be borrowed, under the law.
and it was a question of going to the
highway fund for the cash required or
closing the State House. The State
administration decided that it would
borrow the highway money and
wouldn't close the State House. Tlie
money, as we understand it. has since
been paid back.
• • • •
But the Maine Automobile Assosiation and others interested in good
reads were alarmed less this money
collected from 'automobile licenses,
gas tax and the like, would be perma
nently diverted from the purpose for
which It was earmarked and accord
ingly started proceedings to initiate
a law foi bidding such diver; ion. under
the initiative provision of the Con- I
stltutlon. The required number of
signatures was obtained and the act
and signatures were presented to the
Legislature tn due form
That body natura'ly ignored thp act
which automatically sent it to the
people The act in sub tance pro
vides that all revenue, received by thc
State from the registration of motor
vehicles, licensing of cpeialor; and
the gas tax. and from fines and for
feitures accruing to the State under
the highway act and from permits

BY FRANCES

EEDMAN

Director Holpoint Lloelrlc Ctoktrj ImtitotO

If seeing is believing—and they named "miracle” because of the
aay it is fairly safe to abide by that seemingly impossible cooking feats
rule now—wouldn't you believe that it performs, has sane, scientific ra
the smartly dressed Mrs. Home- sons for everything it does. For ex
maker pictured below was going ample, in this simple matter of “absome place? But, surely, she can't be sent cookery,” the moisture-congone long because she has just put, trolled electric oven, the automatic

OWN a Complete
Home Laundry
Easy Washer

AND Ironer
Both Now Cost No More Per Month
Than Either Formerly Cost Alone I

$5 Down

87

CENTS A WEEKj
(Payable Monthly)

- OR —
$79.50 cash price,
for BOTH the
Washer end

GREATER CAPACITY

Ironer

—the price formerly

asked for a good
Washer alone

FASTER WASHING ACTION

NEW QUIETER OPERATION
Sit at your ease while you iron—in one-half to one-third
the usual time—with this handy wringer post Easy ironer

NEW BEAUTY OF DESIGN

—that fits right on the washer. Takes the OTHER HALF
of the work out of washday.

Gives you more time and

energy for the things you WANT to do!

CENTR
POWt

.waaine
IMPART

At least try these (wo home labor savers on our special

demonstration offer now on.

Call, write or phone any store, or any employe.

seven ounces apiece and as far as
looks went were far inferior to our
WASH
AND
IRON
ELECTRICALLY FOR
AS LITTLE
AS
8c A WEEK
Maine potatoes.
The following week Greaton was in
Aroostook countv on a speaking tow
and took along both the potatoes and
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
or three at the head of the class spell ner What noise and tumult. Baskets
the story On hie return three cr lour
YE EARLY SCHOOLS
and
dinner
pails
are
brought
for

the
first
two
or
three
words
withthe
left side of the road!
attractive boxes of Arcostcok pota'oes
Wtlng them out' ward and such a variety of contents.
packed especially for thc purptse ar Mrs. Overlook Recalls Some
Tlie teacher is not displeased and Doughnuts, cold sausages, bread and
rived in the office in Augusta and
Early Memories As She the children are gratified and after butter and cheese, pieces of pie
were rtlaved to t h? hotel manager for
Writes About "Reading” ward this wat* of beginning is quite Indian bannocks, fried ookes and
trial. It seems to be a forecone con
[ various other eatables. And look!
often repeated.
clusion that they will prove superior i
Editor of The Courier-Oazette —
Now
comes
a
hard
word
A
nervOur dinner pail has bread and milk,
to the Idaho variety.
Tie who’.? story seems to be that I A class Ls called to the floor to ous little girl falls to spell it. She ‘Little wonder those children were
food ptcduc s to command top prices; read. Boys and girls come out and tries tt again and fads. Only two tole and hearty) All food is miand top demand nowadays must bo' take their places Two girls, cronies, trie* so the teacher calls on the next, lowed greedily, that they may have
10 Pla>' Schools in sumscried and attractively packed. They who happen to stand side by side The little girl, tears tn her eyes.! more
watches
to
see
if
anyone
can
spell
n
*
r
wnd
winter
were not unlike and
mutt be cf the highest quality and , have hold of each others hands and
yet they differ, and in what way?
tt.
The
ford
goes
along
down
the
: t'i's quality must be ma'ntained
(are swinging them back and forth.
Clara S. Overlock
class until finally someone spells it.
Washington. Feb. 2
Take
your
place."
The
speller,
in
a
abtut will, without a doubt, be de- 1 jn a straight line." Each pupil looks
lighted with the trial packages <■: at hls toes and puts the ends of them kind of triumph walks up the line
"SLAP IN Till: FACE"
Maine potatoes that he received He J just at tiie edge of the long crack in and places herself, while the first
wil! like to be abl? to go out cn the! the floor "Attention! Begin." Books little girl feels ashamed and humbled
market and buy a supply packed in are opened and the child at the head and tries to hold back the tears while Bath B o ter For Improved Highway
Give
Opinion
Of thr Federal
boxes hold.ng about a bushel. They i of the class reads a short paragraph, she thinks, "IH try harder next
proposition
time
"
1
The
writer
of
thLs
article
has
will, cf course, have to live up to his an(j then the word “next" from the
sp’cifxa'itn; of be.n; of an exact teacher is a signal for the next in been there herself.)
Here is au open letter sen; by
f-ze—and clean He demands a fancy'order to commence. “Speak up loud,
After the spelling Is over come
product ar.d is willing 10 pay for It. William." rays the teacher, whereup- questions on abbreviations, punctua Rcaoce G Ba'icy of Bath to the Maine
Just where he will te able to ob' al 1 on a hale little fellow sneaks up his tion etc., at the end of the book. Representatives and Senators:
them, however, ncbody seems to knew. | voice to the highest pitch and reads Mayhap * part of them are assigned
Bath. Jan. 2d
Evidently here is a potential Maine one word after another drawlingly as the closing exercise ln the after
Fcr the F. deral Government to cut
market that has not been develop, d.
until his part is waded.
noon. But in all there is eagerness
off the $1 000.030 from the State of
Thus the work goes on till the to climb toward the head of the
Maine, which is to match th? Read
reading is done. “Shut up your books class.
WASHINGTON
and spell." No sooner said than two
Noontime, and not lunch, but din- Bond issue money now available, will
. be a calamity and will retard the
Eastern Star Officers Installed
PRINTED STATIONERY
« progress in constructicn of mucn
Tie officer* of Fond-du-Lac Chap
| needed sections of our first class
that brings a smart gay note to
ter OES were duly installed Jan.
roads.
your letters.
22. DDGM Carrie R Smith of
For instance we have a section on
Warren officiated as installing officer,
No. 1 Highway located in Bath and
100 SINGLE SHEETS
in her usual capable manner ably
Brunswick, of which plans and esti
a'sisted by Mrs. Margaret Sawyer.
50 ENVELOPES
mations have been made, and ‘he
P M.. as grand marshal; Miss E-. lyp
Highway Department has contem
Sawyer, chaplain; and Miss Avis Noror
plated the constructicn of this section
wo:d, organist.
this year. I will not g: into detail in
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
Offices installed were: Wcrthy ma
regard to this section of road, but
tron. Marion Mitchell; worthy pa
50 ENVELOPES
it is the worst piece of read from
tron Fred Ludwig; associate matron.
Florida to Eastport.
Lilia Pierpont; associate patron Har
Any influence you can use to bring
vey Mooers; secretary, Nina Johnston;
this money into the State as has been
treasurer, Ralph Calkin; asscciate
the custom for years, will be appre
conductress.
Marguerite Lincoln;
ciated by the people of this State. I
chaplain. Nellie Crooker; organist,
think that Lhe Highway Department
Edith Overlock; Adah. Esther Pea
is better qualified to spend this money
body; Ruth. Margaret Calkin; Esther.
in read construction than the way it
Rhcda Sukefcrth; Martha. Eliza
is being spent by the Federal Gov
roslagc 10c Extra
beth Weaver; Electa. Rosetta S.deernment. The withdrawal of this
linger; warder. Augusta Creamer;
money from the State of Maine is
• Name and Address on Sheets
sentinel, Carlton Weaver; Pansy
rather a slap in the face Are we not
and Envelopes—or, Monogram
Kalcr, conductress, on account of ill
on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
fully competent to expend this moneyness cculd not be present and will
in the most economical way?
• Greytone paper in lovely pastel
be installed later.
shades of Blue, Ivory, Grey, or
In behalf of the Chapter, Miss Ma
Orchid.
rion Mitchell, the newly-installed
• Printing in Black, Blue, Violet
worthy matron presented Mrs. Smith
or Brown ink.
with a gift which was accorded gra
cious response. At the close of the
ceremonies adjournment was madc to
the dining room where supper was
Edward Arnold and Marian Marsh in "Crime and Punlahment,"
served.

SPECIAL SALE!

February and March

RYTEX
GREYTONE

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

The modern homemaker lets lhe timer-clock of her electric range direct the
cooking of delicious oven meals.

the roast and two vegetables in the
oven to cook. Oh, well, she's prob
ably going to the grocery store or
over to the neighbors for only a few
minutes; anyway, let's hope she
doesn’t stay away too long.
Yes, seeing a woman all dressed
up as if she were going to be away
some time, even after she has put
the dinner in the oven, might at one
time have been something to lift
your eyebrows and gossip about.
But now such a possibility is ac
cepted, in fact, encouraged, by the
best of gossiping and cooking circles.
Absent Cookery

timer clock, or “Chef's Brain” and
the scientific ar.d accurate tempera
ture control are the features that
make possible this miraculous oven
meal.
An Oven Meal

|
j
j

’
j

Before our carefree “party-goer”
dons her coat and hat she prepares
the roast and the vegetables for
cooking and places them in the cold
electric oven. Then before she
leaves she sets the temperature con
trol to the exact baking temperature
which she wishes to use and she
sets the automatic timet clock to
the time she wishes thc baking to
start and to end. Then, when the
“set” time for starting the baking
arrives, the measured heat units are
automatically released into the moist,
heat-controlled atmosphere of the
heavily insulated electric oven; when
the set time for stopping the baking
arrives, off goes the switch which
releases these dynamic little heat
units. And about that time—or per
haps even later—the “miracle cook”
comes home to find a piping-hot, deliciously-cooked meal, and the guests

This Mrs. Homemaker may go to
a luncheon; she may be gone the
greater part of the afternoon; what’s
more, she may even entertain guests
for dinner when she returns, and
the dinner may be a delicious one
prepared by hcr very own self! All
of this is made possible because
Mrs. Modern Homemaker now
owns a new automatic electric
range, which perfectly synchron
izes the delightful three-in-one
combination of being away from
home, cooking and hostessing all in
one afternoon.
arrive to be served by a charming
The modern electric range, sur- “miracle" hostess!
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